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ABSTRACT 

A theoretical and experimental study of laminar 

fully-developed flow in a curved tube under the influence 

of a sinusoidal pressure gradient is presented. Several 

unexpected flow features were found and explanations are 

given for these. 

The governing equations are linearised by expansions 

'23 in terms of an amplitude parameter G 2 K a where a 

R'V 2 W 2  
is the radius of the tube, R the radius of curvature, 

) 

the kinematic viscosity and K and W are the amplitude 

and frequency of the pressure gradient respectively. 

Numerical solutions are found using the finite Hankel 

transform technique and these are valid for arbitary 

values of the frequency parameter= 	 Closed form 

solutions are then found in the limits -O and -9 0 

and agreement with the work of previous studies is found. 

A photon-correlation system is described which has 

successfully been employed to measure oscillatory air flow 

in glass tubes down to 3.6 m.rn. in diameter. A sampled 

version of the signal from a laser Doppler optical arrange-

ment has been used to construct velocity profiles at 

different phase positions in both fully-developed and 

developing curved tube flows. Peak Reynolds numbers were 

V-' 100 and therange concerned was Lf\O.5 
- - 5. 

General agreement between theory and experiment is 

found to be good and it is shown that the frequency para-

meter has the greatest influence on flow distribution. 
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CHAP TERI 

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH INTO OSCILLATORY AND 

CURVED TUBE PLO,,iS 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter will present a review of the work which 

has played a sig aificant role in the understanding of 

both oscillatory and curved tube flows. Both theorectical 

and experimental work will be discussed in each sub-

section, leading finally to a survey of work done on 

oscillatory flow in curved tubes, the topic of this 

study. 

1.1 OSCILLATORY FLOW IN A STRAIGHT PIPE 

Oscillatory flow in a straight pipe is well under-

stood and there have been several theoretical and 

experimental studies which are in agreement. Sexl (1930) 

solved the Navier-Stokes equations for a long straight 

pipe with periodic pressure gradient and no radial flow. 

The solutions he obtained explained the "annular effect" 

found in the experiments of Richardson and Tyler (1929) 

in which at certain frequencies higher axial velocity 

components were found off the axis of the tube. 

The flow is controlled by the frequency parameter 
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= asJ Womersley (1957) , where a. is the radius of 

the tube, Lois the radial frequency of the applied 

pressure gradient, and \) is the kinematic viscosity. 

For low values of this parameter the flow is quasi-

steady and each profile is Foiseülle in form. As o( 

increases, the fluid in the centre of the pipe begins 

to behave inviscidly lagging behind the applied pressure 

gradient, giving rise to complex velocity profiles, (see 

Uchida (1956)  for details). At values of J-.' 10, the 

fluid can be considered as an inviscid central core with 

thin boundary layers along the walls as the oscillation 

time of the flow is now much shorter than the time for 

vorticity to diffuse from the wall. 

Experimental studies range from the hot wire work 

of Richardson and Tyler to more recent studies of Denison 

and Stevenson (1970)  whoused laser anemometry in a 

water/glycerine mixture, and obtained good agreement with 

theory. Thus oscillatory flow in a straight pipe, which 

is one of the flow situations where an exact solution 

to the Navier-Stokes equations is found, has been under-

stood for some time. 

1.2 STEADY FLOW IN ACURVED TUBE 

From a theoretical standpoint, fully developed 

steady flow in a curved tube has been extensively 

studied by both analytical and numerical techniques. 
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The classic work of Dean (1927, 1928) was the first 

approach to the problem and although several other 

workers using similar methods have studied the problem, 

it was not until the work of 11cConalogue and Srivastava 

(1968) that any real progress was made analytically. 

Recently, Collins and Dennis (1975)  solved the Navier-

Stokes equations for this case using a finite-difference 

scheme, providing solutions covering a great deal of the 

practical range of interest. 

The generally accepted physical explanation of the 

events occurring as fluid flows in a curved pipe are as 

follows. When a fluid flows in a curved pipe it 

experiences a centrifugal force due to the curvature. 

A pressure gradient is set up across the pipe to balance 

this centrifugal force, the pressure being greatest at 

the outside of the curve, lower.at the top and bottom of 

the tube and least at the inner side of the curve. This 

has the effect of producing a secondary flow in the plane 

of the tube at right angles.to  the axial flow, which has 

the familiar D - type formation predicted by Dean. The 

secondary flow, acting outwards in the centre of the 

tube, modifies the axial velocity such that the higher 

velocity components move towards the outside of the curve. 

The Navier-Stokes equations for this problem are 

very complex, however Dean showed that by assuming the 

curvature of the pipe to be small, then the equations 

can be greatly simplified. The centrifugal terms are 
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retained in the. approximate equations and it is these 

approximate equations which are used for many of the 

studies of curved tube flow. 

Dean then employed a perturbation scheme about 

straight pipe flow in terms of K = 2 11 a3  where 

R\ 2  

is a typical velocity, a is the radius of the tube, R 

the radius of curvature and \) the kinematic viscosity, 

and obtained solutions for the secondary flow equation 

and the axial velocity to order K. He continued his 

expansion of the axial velocity equation up to order K 3  

considering only the terms affecting the volume flow rate. 

The main effect of the secondary flow is to reduce 

the volume flow rate compared with a straight pipe with 

the same applied pressure gradient. Using this friction 

factor loss comparison, Dean showed that his expansion 

was valid for K . 
576. 

 White  (1929)  showed experi-

mentally that flows of the same Reynolds number but 

different K values had friction coefficients which lay on 

a. single curve. Thus K is a dynamical similarity co-

efficient and the small curvature assumption made by 

Dean is justified. 

Dean and Hurst(1959) used a simplified two-dimensional 

scheme to investigate primarily the axial flow equation. 

They made the crude assumption that the main effects of 

the secondary flow are concentrated in the centre of the 
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tube and in this region it can be replaced by a uniform 

stream. This simplifies the axial velocity equation to 

a form of Bessel's equation and produced results for the 

loss in flow rate which agree with the experiments of White. 

licConalogue and Srivastava extended the original 

work of Dean solving the small curvature equations by 

reducing them to ordinary differential equations, using 

Fourier analysis. The range of validity of this work 

was for their parameter B LI 605.72 where D = 96 
.4 

corresponds to the upper limit of Deans work. They 

found good agreement with earlier experimental work. 

The experiments of White indicate that the laminar 

flow range of practical interest may be up to Dv5000. 

In order to investigate the higher Dean number flows, the 

small curvature equations have been treated by numerical 

methods Greenspan (1973), Collins and Dennis (1975)  and 

boundary layer techniques, Barua (1963). The work of 

Collins and Dennis is in good agreement with experiment, 

with NcConalogue and Srivastava and also agrees with the 

theory of Barua for values of D 7 2000. Greenspan, on 

the other hand, has used a coarse grid in his finite 

difference approximation and the scheme breaks down for 

D v-%5000.  Collins and Dennis showed the importance of 

using a fine mesh and as a result do not agree with the 

results of Greenspan over most of the Dean number range. 

The experimental work on fully developed curved 

tube flow is mainly that of White (1929) and Adler (1934). 

White investigated the friction coefficient for various 
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curved pipes coiled in a helix and showed.. that all co-

efficients lay on a unique curve for varying Dean number. 

The coefficients departed from this curve at points where 

it was assumed turbulence had set in. This assumption 

was later confirmed experimentally by G. I. Taylor 

(1929), who injected dye into curved glass tubes and 

observed the transition to turbulence. 

Adler confirmed the work of White and thus the small 

curvature approximation of Dean was shown to be a good 

one for, at least, curvatures up to 	1/15. He also 

made detailed axial velocity measurements which were of 

very good quality and were made using a pitot tube. 

Thus fully developed steady flow has been thoroughly 

investigated from both a theoretical and experimental 

point of view, although there is room for more experi- 

mental work using modern non-intrusive measuring techniques 

such as the laser-Doppler-velocimeter. 

1.3 ENTRY FLOW INTO A CURVED TUBE 

The problem of entry flow of a steady, incompressible 

viscous fluid into a curved tube has received little 

attention, much of it being only in the last eight years. 

There appears to be no generally accepted theory as yet, 

although some detailed experimental work has been done. 

Smith (1976)  considered the case of a fully 

developed straight pipe flow entering a uniformly curved 

section. The conditions imposed on the flow were those 
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of large but finite Reynolds number and very small 

curvature.. The flow was considered as consisting of 

two regions in the curved section,. a central core and 

a boundary layer region along the walls. 

The wall shear maximum was found to occur initially 

at the inside of the curve and in fact even upstream of 

the bend, the shear distribution was found to be governed 

by the downstream conditions. The secondary flow, induced 

by centrifugal effects, eventually overtakes the assumed 

two region state and streamlines become closed, moving 

the peak in the axial shear to the outside of the curve. 

The cross-over is predicted to be 1.51 radii downstream 

of the start of the curve and found to be independent 

of Reynolds number. The peak in the axial velocity in 

the core, drifts straight across the bend to the outside 

of the curve under the action of the secondary flow and 

the fully developed state is finally reached. 

Another study of developing flow was made by Yao 

and Berger (1975)  who considered the case of a uniform 

entry profile. The Reynolds number was again assumed 

large so that the boundary layer method of Barua could 

be used and his fully developed solution was assumed 

as the final state. It was found that the central core 

remained uniform until the thickening inner boundary 

layer displaced the axial velocity peak towards the out-

side of the curve and the fully developed state reached. 
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Perhaps the most important conclusion of the work was 

that the entrance length, at least for high Reynolds 

numbers, is shorter for a curved pipe than it is for a 

corresponding straight pipe. The entrance length was 

found to be inversely proportional to the square root 

of the Dean number. 

Finally Singh (1974) considered the cases of (1) 

constant dynamic pressure at the entrance and (Ii) 

uniform entry. However, curvature does not play an 

important part in the solution and is only valid for 

2.5 tube radii downstream of the start of the bend. The 

main conclusions reached are that the shear maximum is 

initially towards the inside of the curve, the cross-

over occurring at 1.9 radii for the entry condition (1) 

and 0.95  radii for condition (II) 

Thus the theoretical work is still in its infancy, 

probably the extensions suggested by Smith to his theory 

to encompass other profile shapes would be a good method 

to adopt. 

The experimental work of Agrawal, Talbot and Gong 

( 1 978) provides an extensive coverage of uniform entry 

flow into a curved tube. Using laser anemometry they 

measurea axial and secondary velocities at 7 stations 

around two curved tubes of curvature ratios 1/7 and 1/20. 

In order to explain their results they considered 

the developing flow to consist of an inviscid core 

surrounded by a ring-vortex boundary layer. The ring 
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vortex, travelling with the axial velocity, moves 

different angular distances around the curve in unit 

time giving the boundary layer a second component of 

vorticity. This has the effect of establishing a 

secondary flow which thickens the boundary layer at 

the inner wall and keeps the boundary layer thin at 

the outer wall. 

The core is assumed to initially develop towards 

its inviscid fully developed state of axial velocity 

peak towards the inside of the curve. This, it is 

assumed, would require inward secondary motion within 

the core. Unfortunately, none of the measurements were 

made in this early stage of development, although the 

peak in the axial velocity is found to persist towards 

the inside at the first two measuring stations. This 

is explained as the "fully developed" state of the 

inviscid core prior to modification by the secondary 

flow. 

The secondary flow measurements-indicate progression 

towards the fully developed state with flow inwards around 

the boundary and outwards along the plane of the bend. 

However, secondary flow reversals are found to occur as 

the fully developed state is approached and this is 

interpreted as three-dimensional separation at the inside 

edge of the curve. Another interesting feature of the 

measurements made is the occurrence of a double peak in 

the axial velocity at higher Dean numbers. This was 

also observed by Olsen (1971)  who made measurements in 
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a similar situation using a pulsed hot-wire technique. 

Olsen studied both flat and parabolic entrance 

profiles at various Dean numbers in tubes of curvature 

and 1 /16 The results of the flat entrance 

profile are in qualitative agreement with Agrawal et al. 

in that the peak of the axial velocity goes initially 

towards the inside of the curve and also the appearance 

of the double peaked profile at higher Dean numbers. 

Olsen explains the double peaked profile in terms of an 

It overshootti in the secondary flow causing some of' the 

higher axial velocity at the outside of the curve to be 

moved to the inside of the curve. The results of both 

investigators would appear to support this, in that the 

occurrence of the double peak is accompanied by an 

increase In secondary flow. 

The flat entry profile is distorted with a peak 

towards the inside of the curve even at 0 °  round the 

bend. This influence of the upstream conditions is not 

found in the parabolic case-and the distortion is 

explained as the potential flow limit. However, the 

results would appear to indicate that this is a function 

of both the curvature and the Dean number and perhaps 

finite curvature is not the only cause of this distortion. 

The parabolic inlet profile, on the other hand, has 

its peak velocity distorted directly towards the outside 

of the curve when the secondary flow takes effect. This 

is: in agreement with the assumption of Smith but more 
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detaILed measurement would have to be made close to the 

wall to verify the predictions about the shear stresses 

in the inlet of the bend. 

The work of Olsen has been largely ignored by the 

later studies discussed above, but it contains many 

detailed measurements which are of a high quality. 

Along with the work of Agrawal et al this could serve 

to guide future theoretical studies which ought to 

involve the distortion of the central core. There is 

also a need for more detailed experimental work to be 

done on the establishment of secondary flow which is 

not clear as yet. 

1.4 FULLY DEVELOPED OSCILLATORY FLOW IN A CURVED TUBE 

The first theoretical study of this problem was 

carried out by Lyne (1970),  who considered the high 

frequency regime. Here, as discussed earlier, the flow 

can be.considered as consisting of a central inviscid 

core surrounded by a. very thin boundary layer. Thus 

the techniques of boundary layer thory were applied to 

the small curvature equations. 

Initially, an expansion was used in terms of the 

frequency parameter 	(=- 	which is small. Solutions 

were found to the boundary layer equations up to order/i 

and it was found that the secondary flow consisted of a 

steady part plus a component oscillating at twice the 

frequency of the applied pressure gradient. 

IR 
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In order to progress with the equations for the 

secondary flow in the central core, a further expansion 

had to be used in terms of I 	, the Reynolds number of 

the steady secondary flow. The secondary flow in the 

interior was found to be steady and flowing in the 

opposite direction to that for steady flow in a curved 

tube. A further limit R 5 —e was taken and the 

secondary flow was found to have the same form as the 

small R8  case. 

The secondary flow in the boundary layer proceeds 

as in the steady flow case from outer wall to inner 

around the wall of the tube but now returns along the 

edge of the core. A secondary boundary layer is formed 

as in the case of Stuart (196) and the central core is 

dragged round causing flow in the central plane to be in 

the opposite sense to that for steady flow. 

Lyne carried out a rather crude experiment to verify 

his conclusions. This consisted of bending a plastic 

pipe in a circle and oscillating the water contained in 

it in a: sinusoidal fashion using a. piston pump. By 

injecting dye into the pipe he could observe that the 

steady component of the secondary flow was reversed 

when 	= 0.05. 	. 

As,/-oOthe quasi-steady flow region is approached 

with the normal outward secondary flow. The cross-over 

point between these regimes can be found from the analysis 

of Lyne to be 	0.11 (cL=  12.86). 
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The next analysis of the problem was carried out 

by Zalosh and Nelson (1973) who attempted to cover the 

whole frequency range. They linearised the small 

curvature equation by expanding in terms of the curva-

ture and thus essentially they were perturbing the 

straight pipe solution. The work relied heavily on the 

thesis of Zalosh (1970)  which contained a major error 

in the derivation of the third momentum equation. 

The linearised equations are solved using finite 

Hankel integral transforms and there is an error in the 

application of this in the first order secondary flow 

equation. The effect of this is to give too low a value 

to the transition ot_ value where reverse secondary flow 

occurs. A. further expansion is used in the quasi-steady 

limit which states that the Dean type solution is 

obtained for the first order axial velocity perturbation, 

but this is incorrect. 

Finally the boundary layer approach is tried for 

the regionaL ' 10 and this predicts a transition 

value of 10.7 which is greater than the Hankel transform 

value but less than that of Lyne. This is to be expected 

since the approximation of Lyne is of a higher order. 

Thus most of the work of Zalosh and Nelson is incorrect 

although the method used is good and in fact will be 

used later in this thesis. 

The bulk of the theoretical work to date is thus 

due to Lyne who considered mainly the secondary flow 

field and found the axial flow field to be undisturbed 
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by the curvature. 

Bertelsen (1975)  carried out experiments on 

oscillating oil in a plexi-glass U-tube.. He used a 

stroboscopic lamp with aluminium dust particles in 

the flow to estimate secondary flow parameters.. All 

experiments were carried out in a tube of curvature 

- 

	

	0.1 at R valués 0(1) in the frequency parameter range 

o&. - 12 -31. 

Agreement between the experiments and the theory 

of Lyne was found to be good except that a distortion 

of the central core was found foro( 	21. This took 

the form of a thicker boundary layer at the outside of 

the curve, which Bertelsen showed was due to the finite 

curvature of the tube used in the experiment. He did 

this by expanding the full Navier-Stokes equations in 

terms of the curvature. Using the solution of Lyne he 

obtained a solution fOr the axial velocity up to order( '  

for both the axial and the secondary velocities. 

The results obtained for the secondary flow now gave 

good agreement with the theory, but the axial velocity 

results indicate that the peak in velocity is displaced 

towards the inside of the curve at all phase positions.. 

This point is not discussed by Bertelsen but it would 

appear to be similar to the findings of the studies on 

entrance flow. Bertelsen also observed the transition 

from the two vortex to the four vortex system predicted 

by Lyne. He found that this occurred in his system at 

an alpha value > 123 giving some confirmation of the 
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value obtained by Lyne. 

Other experimental work has been carried out by 

Munson (1975)  who also used a flow visualisation 

technique to estimate secondary flow parameters over 

the alpha range 0.7432.  In these experiments he timed 

the motion of a streak of neutrally buoyant dye moving 

across the plane of the bend under the action of the: 

steady secondary flow component. The results indicate 

a steady decline in the steady secondary flow as alpha 

increases eventually reversing at i_. = 13. 4 , which is 

in close agreement with the theory of Lyne. The R 5  

value is only quoted for one frequency and it is not 

clear if the 	value was kept constant over the full 

frequency range. Further, the small alpha case would 

seem to indicate that the steady component becomes 

constant aso( 9 0, which is in agreement with the 
quasi-steady work of Zalosh. 

A. further experiment was performed by rlunson (1976) 

in which he considered the case of an oscillating torus 

with the enclosed fluid initially stationary. Using a 

similar technique to previously, he found that the 

secondary flow was reversed at all frequencies. of 

oscillation. Expanding the small - curvature equations 

in terms of 2  he found that this reverse flow was also 

predicted from theory. The explanation given of this 

phenomenon is that the "centrifugal force gradient of 

the primary flow" is in the opposite sense to that for 



slowly oscillating fluid in a. stationary torus. 

Al more general approach to the problem was 

attempted by Smith (1975), who considered the case of 

an oscillating pressure gradient superimposed on a mean. 

This introduces a third parameter into the small 

curvature equations, viz, the steady flow Dean number. 

The interplay between the oscillatory part and the 

steady part was found to be complicated. In the 

oscillatory limit however, agreement was found with 

Lyne in the high frequency limit and with Dean in the 

quasi-steady limit. 

Thus the study of oscillatory flow in a curved tube 

has been restricted to high and low frequency limits from 

a theoretical standpoint. The transition region between 

these two regions is complex, as is the transition 

region in straight pipe flow. Experimentally, there is 

aneed for a more detailed study of the problem to be 

made at all alpha values. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL STUDY OF OSCILLATORY FLOW IN A CURVED TUBE 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter contains solutions to the Navier-

Stokes equations for laminar flow under the influence 

of a sinusoidal pressure gradient in a circular pipe bent 

in an are of a circle of small curvature. The equations 

are derived from the corresponding steady flow equations 

and are found to be controlled by an amplitude parameter 

G. and a frequency parameter o4,. Initially, a pertur-

bation scheme is employed in terms of G and the resulting 

linearised equations solved, using finite Hankel trans-

forms. 

However, it is found that as the frequency parameter 

C>4 increases, the integrals involved in the transformation 

process require large amounts of computer time before 

convergence can be assured. This is because they involve 

the products of Kelvin's functions, which become large 

as c'( increases, and Bessel functions, and thus the 

integrals are highly oscillatory. It will be shown that 

the equations used here reduce to the second order equations 

of Lyne (1970) asa- 	and that in this limit the 

boundary layer method is a good approximation at least 

for the secondary flow. 

In order to gain a physical insight into the effect 

of each term in the expansion, each linearised equation 



Figure (2.1.1) Co-ordinate System'0 
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is further expanded in terms of 	2 in the limit oL - 0. 

The results of this expansion are given in sections 

2.6.- 2.8. 

The Hankel transform solution is therefore most 

useful in the intermediate c range between the quasi-

steady and boundary layer regions where viscosity acts 

over varying amounts of the tube depending upon the 

phase and frequency parameter. This gives rise to 

complicated velocity profiles which cannot be approxi-

mated in any obvious simple manner. 

2.1 THE EQUATIONS OF NOTION 

This study will use the full Navier-Stokes 

equations for the flow situation as the starting 

point. The system of co-ordinates to be used are 

shown in Fig.(2.11.) 

A circular pipe of radius a is coiled in a toroid 

around an axis OZ such that a section of the pipe is 

specified by an axial plane' through the pipe which 

makes an angle G' to the fixed axial plane. The radius 

of the circle in which the pipe is coiled is given by H 

and this will be used to specify the non-dimensional 

radius of curvature (a/R)  used later in the analysis. 

Any point P within a plane of the pipe will be 

specified by the orthogonal co-ordinates (r' ,Ø,d) and 

the components of velocity corresponding to these co-

ordinates will be given by U', V', and W' respectively. 
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Thus U' will be in the direction CP, V' perpendicular 

to U' and in the plane of the cross-section and W' 

perpendicular to this plane. 

The steady flow case was first studied by Dean 

(1928) and it is his approach that will be followed 

here. A fully developed oscillatory flow situation 

will be assumed to exist in the plane of interest and 

thus U', V' and W' will be assumed independent of 9 . 

Of course P, the pressure along the pipe, will not be 

independent of Q but a simple form will be assumed for 

P later in the analysis. 

The unsteady Navier-Stokes equations follow 

directly from those of Dean as:- 

'u' u' u' V'' v'2 + ,2 sin + 	
3:11  ~O 	r' 	R +r' sin 0 

- 	 Co s  0 
\r' 	R+r' sin 0 

(T + ' _. 1 	--------- (2.1.1) 
\r 	r' r'  

.x' +  r 	+ 
u' 	

' + 
j'v' 

-. i' 2 Cos
=  

t 	r' 0 	r' 	r' 	R+r' sin 0 

....1 .i( 	+,'ii 	+ sinØ 	(ax' +VI  
r'Ø) 	r' 	R+r'sinØ)r' 	r' 

- I 	 (2 • 1.2) 
ro Do 

) 
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U.'. )W' + Vt 	U'W' sin 0 + V'W.' cos 0 = 
r' Ø 	R+r' sin 0 	Ri-r' sin 0 

I 

R+r' sin 0 

ilp\  
- l+.yI 1— 
e g)  

+ 
r'J C DrI 

	

+ w' sin 0 	+ i 	( 	

+ 

i 	w' 	w' cos 

R+r' sin 0) 	r-4. Ør' Ø 	R+r' 	 - - 

(2.1.3) 

For an incompressible fluid Jilthis situation, the 

equation of continuity is given by:.- 

+ 	+ tj' sin 0 	+ I 	!'+ ' c°s 0 = 	- -(2.1.4) 
r' 	r' 	-R+r' sin 0 	r' Ø 	R+r' sin 0 

In order to make some progress with these equations 

the simplifying assumption that the curvature is very 

small i.e. (a/R).  I will be made. Whilst greatly 

simplifying the equations, the main effects of curva- 

ture  are retained in terms such as - , although the 
r 

effects of finite curvature may play an important role 

as shown by Bertelsen (1975).  The following equations 

now result :- 

U' 	+ v' 	s2 
- W 12  sin 	= - 

	

Dr' 	r' Ø r 	R 

',) 	-~ .iv' 	Vt 	I 	u'\ 
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.!' u' 
+ 

v' 	v' 	v , 	u'v' - 	cos 	= i 	;) - .7 +- 	+ 
r' 	Ø 	r' R  ro 	

(E) 

+ i 1.!' + 	- I 	- - - - (2.1.6) 
rt \r 	r' - r DO J 

U' 	' + Y' 	' - 2 	
(~p)  

+!' +I
r' Ø 	R 	e- 	ri2 	r' r' 

+ 1 2  

+ !' + 1 	!' = 0 
r' 	r' 	r' ~ Ø 

From equation (2.1.8) the stream function 

( r, 0) can be introduced such that:- 

= - 2 	
,  

The pressure terms in equations (2.1.5) and 

(2.1.6) can be eliminated by differentiating (2.1.5) 

w.r.t. 0, (2.1.6) w.r.t. r' plus multiplication by 

-r' and adding the resulting equations. This process 

plus substitution for U!. and V' using (2.1.9) leads to 
the vorticity equation:- 

XV 2f) I' j)V2 f  + 2WI 

(r' cos 

0 DW I 
- 	0 	= -r'V f - - (2.1.10) 
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The third momentum equation becomes:- 

Li  1 	- ..a() 	v 2  
t 	r' \r'Ø ~ c 

where:- V2 -2 + 13_ + 
	

2. 

r' r' 	DO 

the ordinary Laplacian operator. in polar co-ordinates. 

A sinusoidal pressure gradient which has no mean 

part is imposed on the flow such that:- 

I 	 Kcos (j)t - - - - (2.1.12) 

i  DQ' E) 
-  

where K'is the amplitude of the applied pressure 

gradient and W is the angular frequency. 

Using the following non-dimensionalisation; 

procedure on the two equations a more convenient 

form is obtained. 

r r' 	 = 

a K 

Equation (2.1.10) becomes:- 

a  2 LO  ~ (V2LV) 	I  ?LP  _~ _ ~~ 
)r'' ) 

2?a3  w 1 r cos 0 w - sin 0 èI\v 4) 
RV 	r 	 Tr 
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and equation (2.1..11) becomes:- 

L11) LW 
+ 	w 	w' a2 o cosr+v 2w - - (2.1.14) 

\) 	( r\r Ø 	Ør/ V 

This gives rise to two parameters which will be 

called the control parameters of the equations -. The 

first of these is c'( = a V9--as  defined by Womersley 

(1955), which may be interpreted in the following way. 

Schlichting (1932)  argued that the oscillatory boundary 

layer will have thickness of order (")/w) due to the 

diffusion of vorticity with period 21T/uJ and thus c>,-- is 

the ratio of this to the characteristic length, in this 

case the radius of the tube. 

For low frequencies, the flow is thus dominated 

by viscous effects while for large frequencies 

oscillatory effects become important, leaving viscosity 

tb act only along the walls of the pipe. Therefore, 

there is a low frequency quasi-steady regime, a high 

frequency boundary-layer flow regime and a transition 

stage between the two. 

The second control parameter is G - 2 K 2  a3 

R\) 2 W2  

If the pressure gradient amplitude is re-written as 

where 	is the mean velocity along the centre line of 

the pipe, then G is seen to reduce to the same expansion 

parameter as used by Dean. However, W 0  is itself a 

function of o for a fixed value of K but is almost 

independent of &, in the quasi-steady limit. The 

relationship becomes more complicated as cKincreases, 
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as shown by tJchida,(1956).  G may also be written as 

22 R where R 	1 2a as defined by Smith (1976) Sj;3  

and Lyne (1970).  R5  is in fact the Reynold's number 

of the steady component of the secondary flow. The 

equations are now expanded in terms of and since the 

expansion is valid for allcKvalues this implies that 

the expansion is only valid for R 5 , 0(1). Thus equating 

equal powers of G the following approximate equations 

result. 

The expansions:- 

- - - - 

G 	+ G2 q 2  + 

Give:- 

2 	(2+ 	 2 cos 'r - - - ( 2.1.17) 

r 

2 2&2 1) 	4 
011 	 q 	—Vi = W0  COS 	 - - - ( 2.1.18) 

2 	2 w1  = 2 31 LWO 	-. 	- ( 2.1.19) 

2 	(v2p2) V W 2 = w!"r cos 0 	- sin 
DT 	 r 	Dr tØ) 

+ WI COS 0 	+ 1(a 1  ..a. — D 	v2 
rØ cr 	r cØ) 

— — — — (2.1.20) 
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The zeroth order equation corresponds to the 

straight pipe equation for which there is a well known 

exact solution. The other equations do not have a closed 

form solution and will be evaluated using the Hankel 

integral transform method of Sneddon (1946). Unfor-

tunately, this method presented many practical problems 

since it required the numerical evaluation of highly 

oscillatory integrals. 

However, at small values of the frequency para-

meter a further expansion in 2  on the approximate 

equation will be used to obtain closed form solutions 

	

which are valid up too( Lr1.0. At values of o( 	10 

it will be shown that the boundary layer technique of 

Lyne is probablya good method and reasonable agreement 

between the Hankel transform solutions and those of the 

boundary layer method is found. Therefore the Hankel 

transform method will be shown to be a most useful 

method of dealing with the equations in the transition 

region .between quasi-steady-and boundary layer type 

fIows. 

22 STRAIGHT PIPE SOLUTION 

The equation for w is given by- 

2 wo 	2w 	 2 
0  + 	- wo 	- c, cos  

r2 	r 	r) - 	: 



A solution of this equation is sought of the form:-

w0 (r,'-r)= Re(g(r)e) 

where Re means real part of. 

Substitution of this expression into (2.2.1) leads 

to::- 

2 	 2 	 2 LZ (p). + 1 	(r) - - 	= - 	- - -(2.2.2) 

dr2 	r dr 

This equation has a solution, as given by Uchida 

(1956) 	
3/2 I

Jo  g(r) = - 	- 	(i 	r) 	- - - (2.2.3) 

ç J0 (i 

with--the boundary condition w 0  and thus g(r) must remain 

finite in the centre of the tube and zero at the walls. 

The more useful form of the solution can be found 

using the relationship:- 

3/2 
(1 	x)=berx+ibeix 

where ber and bei are Kelvin's functions. Writing the 

solution in real part only the following is obtained:- 

wo  = B cos1 + (1-A) sin T- - - - ( 2.2.4) 

where: -  

B =- beia berr 	ber o beicLr 

2 	 2 bei & + b e r 0L 
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A. = beiotbeicJ.r + berberc,Lr 

bei2  + ber2 oL 

2.3 FIRST ORDER SECONDARY FLOW EQUATION 

From equation (2.1.18) 

(v2 1 ) _Vy1 = wo ~ o cos 0
Dr 

Using the results of the previous section the R.H.S. 

may now be evaluated as:- 

R..H.S. = cos 0 	B cosl+ (1-A) sinc)(

dr  

dB cos1' 

- 	

- - - 

	 2.3.2) 

 

dr 

where: - 

= (bei b e r '  r- ber bei '  r) 

dr 	 bei + ber2 c,L 

(beibei ' r + berberr 
d. 	

) 

r 	 bei2c& + ber2c,&. 

This leads to:- 

R.II.S. = Cos 	 [B dB -  (1A) dA7 + P dB 

2 	di 	 drj dr 

ar 

+ (1A) 	cos 2T T(i_i) dB - B 1 sin 2] 
dri 	

+L  

- - 	 - (2.3.3) 



The boundary boundary conditions which must be obeyed by 

any solution to (2.3.1) are the usual no-slip conditions 

i.e. 	and D 	are both zero at the edge of the 

	

r. 	5-0 
pipe and also remain finite in the centre. 

From equation (2.3.3.) it would seem to be appro-

priate to seek a solution of equation (2.3.1)  of the form:-

= '-F'io (r, 0) + 	12 (r, 0) e12' 

This can be interpreted as a steady secondary 

flow component plus a component at twice the frequency 

of the applied pressure gradient. This is a well 

known phenomenon in other oscillatory flow problems 

(see e.g. J. T. Stuart (1963) ) 

Substitution of this formulation of the secondary 

flow into (2.3.1)  leads to the following equations:- 

= 	(1-A) dA - B dB 	cos 0 - - 
( 2.3..4) 

dr 	drj 	2 

. 2 2 
2 a. 	V 4' 12 	

4
1Y12 	(B dB + (1-A) dA 

( dr 	dr 

	

+ i 	B dA - (1-A) c°s 	- - 	(2.3.5) 
L dr 	d.rJ) 	2 

The only variation with 0 on the R.H.S. of these 

equations which appears is the factor cos 0 and so now 

separable solutions are assumed of the form:- 

410 = C 0  (r) cos 0 
2 
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and:.- 

12 = C2  (r) cos 0 
2 

and the following equations for C (r) and C 2  (r) 

(d  2  +_)C 0 =(l_A)____(2.3.6) 

2lc,(2(d2 	Id 	1'\ 	(d 	Id --2 1C2 --2 +-- 
\dr 	rdr 	r / 	\dr •rdr 

- 2) 2 
	B dB + (1-A) A + 	dA 

-. (1-A) dB 	
- - - - ( 2.3.7) 

drj 

The new boundary conditions for these equations can 

be obtained from the original boundary conditions and 

these are:- 

CO = 	= 0 at r= I 
.dr 

and: - 

 = 2 = 0 at r = I 

dr 

The form of the L.H.S. of the above equations 

would suggest that the Hankel integral transform may be 

appropriate to aid a solution. The form of the finite 

Hankel transform is given by Sneddon (1946) as:- 



) (f i  Fr)rdr 

with the inversion formula:- 

CP 

F Cr) = 2 > PJ ) Jj ( 	r) 

E j ~, qj)j 2 
where p- is the order of the Bessel function and 

is the jth eigen value of the equation:-  

J,4, 	) = 0 

Tranter (1951)  has shown that the finite Hankel 

transform of the Laplacian in polar co-ordinates is 

given by:- 

I d 	2) F = 
- 	

F(1)J, ( 	) 	F ( 	) !2 

and it is readily found that the Hankel transform of 

the bi-harmonic operator is:- 

/ a2 	i a 	2 2 F = - 
1 dF + 

+ - 

dr rdr 	 d7 rdr 

- 

2) - 	j  

r=1 



Applying the the second of these formulas to equation 

(2.3.6) and using the relevant boundary conditions gives:- 

I 

( 	) = '1 - 12 + 	dC  J 	i ( 	) 
dr 

r=1 

- - - - (2.3.8) 

where:.- 

 
II 

10 

and: - 

(I-A) cIA J1  (5 r) rdr 

dr 	1 

11 
BdB 

1 	dr Jo 

J1  ( 	r) rdr 

The second derivative appearing on the R.H.S. of eq.(2.3 0 8) 

cannot be evaluated directly since it is not specified 

in the boundary conditions. However, it may be 

determined using the boundary condition on the first 

derivative in the following way:-

From the inversion formula:- 

C',- - 

= 2zC0 j2_ 	(r ) = 0 at r = I 
dr 	2 dr 

 
Iii,  V 

j=1 
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Therefore: -  
- 

LC 0 j 	2 ' 	o__Lj4.j = 0 
dr 	J 

r=1 	_____ 

j =1 

Substituting for C0  from (2.3.8.)  leads to:- 

CO 

d2C 	
- 	 j2 	)3/ 	J0 ( j )j7 

dr 	 j=1 
r=1 

CO 

Z~_ . f j 
- - 
	 (2.3.9) 

In practice, the summations can only be taken over 

a finite number of terms and by using up to 20 terms 

in the summation series, convergence was assured for 

values of in the range 0 - 10. (See Appendix B for 

details.. - .) The integrals were evaluated using the 

Gaussian quadrature formula of Stroud (1966), as were 

all the integrals in this study. 

The transformed equation (2.3.7.) is given by:- 

_2c 2 ( j  C2 	.)+ . d  
J. J -2j 	J 	jjc2(fj) 

r=1 

= 12 + I, + i ( 13  - 
 14  ) - - - - (2.3.10) 



I 

	

where 13 = 
	

B dA J1  ( 	r) r dr 
dr 

(1 
14 	( 1-A  ) 	i r) r dr 

	

) o 	 dr 

Therefore: -  

4 2 1 02 	) 	'12 i(13_14) - j dr r=1 

2 	2 2 
( 2:6L+t 

If now the R.H.S. is rationalised into its real 

and imaginary parts and a form assumed for 02  such that:- 

02 02R + 

where 02R  is the real part and C21  is the imaginary part 

of 02  then the following expressions result:- 

02R () =['1+'2 	
2o(I3I4) 	

2R) 

	

- 	
0( 

r=1 

J 

2 	 4 
- 	( £4- 	 ) 

(2.3.12) 
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22R C 	 I 21  () 	(i_I) - 22 (I1+I2)+22 	dr  

r=1 

3 4211 Jo 	
dr 

kc,&k + L. 

j ) 

(2.3.13) 

Again the second derivatives on the R.H.S. of the 

equations may be determined in the same way as for C 0 . 

d2C2R 	21, 2  S3 S 	S1S 2 

r=1 	S 2 2 + 4 ct 4 2 	

- - -. (2.3.14) 

2I) 
	

=[22 S3 
dr 	 2R - S4J/ S2  

r=1 	 d7 

- - - (2.3.15) 

where: - 

coo 	
2 

( I + 12 ) 	+ 22 (13  - 14  ) S1 = 

j=1 
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00 
	

Ij  

S2 

	

	

2 

= 
LI- 

j 
J =1 

3= 	
k)+ 

j=1 

and: - 
CP 

S = 	(Ii) - 22 (11+12) 

(4 o4
4  +) J0() 

j=1  

Thus the stream function (f can be obtained by 

combining the solutions of equations (2.3.4)  and  (2.3.5) 

Therefore:.-  

Cos - .0 [c0+ C 2 cos 2 _C 2I sin 2 -T-j 

(2.3.16) 

where c0 
02R 

 and C21  are given by their respective 

	

inversion formulae. 	 - 
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2.4 FIRST ORDER AXIAL VELOCITY PERTURBATION 

From equation (2.1.19)::- 

	

2 	w 1 	w1 114! 	W0 	- - 

 ø 	r: 	
(2.4.1) 

r 

with boundary conditions w 1  = 0 at r = 1. The R.H.S. 

of this equation is obtained from equations (2.3,16) 

and (2.2.4). Thus:.- 

	

R 	 dB .11 ..S. 	
- S±iø[(2Co 	

. + 	+ 021 dA)  COST 
r   

( 2C dA. 02R dA + 021 dB sinT+ (C2R LB 

	

021 	
) C 

3_ 	dA + 021 	sin 

- - - - (2.4.2) 

Thus a solution of (2.4.1) is suggested of the forrn.- 

w1 	Const. 
x 
 Re. LDI(r) e1+ D3(r) ei3 3sin 

which would imply a perturbation at the applied frequency 

plus a third harmonic. This leads to the following 

equations::- 

	

d2D 	 2 1 	I dD1 	D1 	i D1  = I [( 2 C, + 02R 

	

dr2 	r' d.r r 	 d.r 
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+ 21 	+ i[(2cO_cR) 	
+ C21  dB j 

 dr 

- (2.4.3) 

d2D + - I dD - 232 	
3,,'- 2 ID3 = 21 dA  

dr 	r dr 	r' 	 r IC  dr 	drJ 

+ 	 + C21 	- - -. -. (2.4.4) 

Now using Flankel integral transforms in a manner 

similar to that described, in the previous section 

together with the appropriate'- boundary conditions the 

equations become:- 

;3  (j i ) 

15  - ]. 16 

2 q . + 

17  - 1 18 

(_ + 3 i) 

- - - - (2.4.5) 

- - - - (2.46) 

where :- 

I- I 	 -I 
I ( 	) = 	 2C0 + 02R) 	+ C21 	J1 (r) dr 

)0L 	 dr 	drj 	(.. 

¼ () = 
	

[ (2Cc - 02R) 	+ C21 	 r) dr 
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'7 	=[c2R 	- C21  J i  ( r) dr 

( 	 1 
'8 ( ) = \ 

1 
[cLA+ C21  dB Ji ( pr)  dr 

Jo 	dr 	drJ 

Using a similar technique 	used in the 

previous section and writing the transformed solutions 

in real and imaginary form then:- 

DIR tj) =- - - 16 	- 	- 	- (2.4.7) 
4 4 
3 

() = 
2 150( 	- 

2 
- 	- 	- 	(2.4.8) 

LI. 

ci 
4 

D3R () = - 32 '8 - 	- 	
- 	(2.4.9) 

+ 9 

;3, = 32 17 j'8 	- 	- 	(2.4.10) 

Using the inversion formula:- 

D (r) = 2 	D () 3i 	) 

Ej 
0 

(1 

i )] 2 
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then the functions D 1 , D11 , D3  and D31  may be 

computed and thus a solution for 	w found. When 

this solution is combined with the straight pipe 

solution the following form of the axial velocity 

results:- 

B cosT+. (1-A) sinI+. G sin 0 1 D 1R COB 

- D11  sin+ D 3 cos 
3T_  D31  sin 

3 _r] 
- - - - (2.4.11) 

2.5 SECOND ORDER SECONDARY FLOW EUATION 

The secondary flow results presented so far, do 

not take into account the influence of the redistributed 

velocity field arising from the curvature. In order to 

include this the next higher order perturbation must be 

calculated. Thus from equation (2.1.20) 

2 	( 2 	_V4 
9'2 = Yo ( r cos 0i 

r 	 Dr 

- sin 

_ 	+ 	
COB 0 

0  

0 + 2 	(i?i A. - 	. 	) r ?r 	3 .0 

V 	- - - (2.5.1) 
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The. RC}LS.. of this equation may be evaluated using 

the results of the preceding sections. However, as can 

be seen, the algebra is very long and involved and 

therefore only the results will be presented here. The 

details of the calculations may be found in Appendix A. 

The result is:'- 

P2 	 [H0 + H2R cos 2- H - 221  sin 2 

+H24R cos 	H 24 sin 4TJ_ -. - (2.52) 

The functions H20  etc. are obtained in the.usual 

manner from the appropriate Hankel inversion formulae, 

the only difference being the use of a second order 

Hankel transform due to the presence of sin 2 0. 

The boundary conditions used are the same as for 

since they are homogeneous. 

The solution shows that there is a further contri-

bution to the steady component of the secondary flow, 

together with a second and now a fourth order harmonic 

component. The full solution for secondary flow is 

given by:.- 

Gcos 	[c +2R  cos 2Lf  C21  sin 2f7 

+ G2  sin 2 0 H20 + H22R cos 2- H221  sin 21 

+ H2R cos 4 -f - H' 241 sin 	- - 	(2.5.3) 
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The stream line patterns were created on a Calcomp 

graph plotter by generating an array of points over the 

tube, using the above equation for t.j) • A fixed value 

for the stream function was then chosen and fitted to 

these points using linear interpolation along the radii. 

The subsequent data points in r and 0 were split into 

two parts and plotted using a cubic spline interpolation 

routine. 

SMALL o. APPROXIMATION 

2.6 STRAIGHT PIPE EQUATION 

Using equation (2.2.1) and employing an expansion 

scheme in terms of cA 2  since now o' is considered 

small, the following equations arise for a fourth order 

approximation::- 

21I2 	 WOO ( ) 
(o j  

r 

(2)2 	woo  + 2w 01+ 	wo1 = 
 

r 

(C"- 
2)3 	wo1  + 	2w02 	2 	

o2 = 
	--(2.6.3) 

r 
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( . 2)_ w02 	
w 0 

+ 	wo3 _ 
	- - - (2.6.) I r? 	rr 

The solution of (2.6.1) can be obtained using the 

steady solution of Dean (1928) as a guide, only now 

including a time-dependency in the form cos . Thus 

the solution is:- 

W 00 = 	
( 1-r2  ) 	cos 	- - 	- - (2.6.5) 

This represents the truly quasi-steady approximation 

given by e.g. Schlicting (1955)  and shows that for very 

small /- the  flow distribution is Poiseulle and in phase 

with the applied pressure gradient. 

Substitution of (2.6.3) into (2.6.2) gives:.- 

w 01 	I 	ol 	[ (1_r2)J s in  - - (2.6.6) re 	r 	r 

The solution of this equation is found by the 

method of undetermined co-efficients using the homogeneous 

boundary conditions, w0  =_ 0 when r = I (i 	1 2,.....). 

It is given by:-. 

L ( 3-4r + r  )1 sin - - 01 1 64 	 J 
This represents the first order effects of inertia 

in the equations, and shows that in the central area of 

the tube, the flow moves out of phase with the applied 

pressure gradient as o& increases. 
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Substitution of this solution into (2.6.3) gives: .-

2w 2 o2  ri (3-4r2 + r4)1 cos  

r 	r' 	64 

Again using the method of undetermined co-efficients 

and the appropriate boundary conditions,, the solution is 

found. 

w o2 - 	cos 	 r + I r- ri - -(2.69) 
64 L36 4 	4 	36J 

This solution represents a component of velocity 

1800 out of phase with the applied pressure gradient 

which becomes an important term when o. L/,\ 2. 

Finally the solution to (2.6.4) is found using 

(2,6.9) and is given by:- 

	

-. - sin f T 	19 r2  3 r4  - r6 + r8 1 
256 	L 	36 	16 	36 576J 

-. - - - (2610) 

(2.6.10) is a component 1800 -out of phase with the 

inertia component (2'.6.7) and again becomes important 

when o ¼/' 2. 

Thus the full solution for w 0  is given by- 



Figure (2.6.1) Graph showing breakdown of small ( approximation.. 

A comparison was made between the velocity along the centre line 

given by equation (2.6.11) and the exact solution (2.2e4). The graph 

shows the % difference between the two as a function of b<. 

% DI F F, 

20- 
• 1 

10 

0 • 	 I ----- 

1.0 
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+ 4 	+ 	
+.w03 + 

o f ioJ 

= c,& (1-r) Cos- -f + L (3_4r2+r4) sin -  

	

4 	 64 

+o'- 

	

L 36 4 	ZF 	361 

sin i' 53 	9 r2  3 r +rG r8  - 	7 (2.6.11) ,  

	

256 	 144 36 	16 	36 576J 

Fig. (2.6.1) shows a graph of the comparison 

between the exact straight pipe solution and the approxi-

mate solution given above for various alpha values. It 

is seen that the closed form solution given above breaks 

down rapidly for alpha 7  1.5 and this will be taken as 

the limit of this approximation. 

2..7 THE FIRST ORDER SECONDARY FLOW EQUATION 

Using equation (2.3.1) and employing the following 

expansion scheme:- 

+ 	+ 8 	+1013 + 0 12  

an approximate solution is found for the case when alpha 

is small. 
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Substitution of (2.6.11) gives for the R.H.S. of 

(2.3.1):-. 

R.H.S.= cos 	_o< 	(1-r2 ) Cos 2 + 	sin 2 

8 	 256 

(10r3-3r5-7r) 
+ 8 (Z r-10r + 

4096L9 	 3 

+2r7)+ cos 21(292r-5r3 +2r5  
9 	 9 	 3 

r7)1+ 1osincos9. r(S3 r -76 r3  

9 J 	4096 	L 16 	9 

+ 3r - 4r7  +r 	(19 3 r
6+ 'ftk 

I 

6 
 

2 	9 	72 	36 k 	k 36 

(r2-2r) + (3 r-r3+ 	(3r2+r4) +(k-4r2 ) 
2 	6 

(19 r - 3 . r
3 
 +. r -  

18 	4 	6 72J 

Thus the following approximate equations arise:-

V = cos 0 r (1-r2 ) Cos 2 r - - - ( 2.7.3) 

- 	
cos 0 ( .'Or - 7r - 3r5 ) 

DT 	 256. 

sin 2 Lf - 
- -( 2.74) 
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I (V 24) —V 412 = Cos ØC( 76r-10r3  4r5  2r 
a If 	

) 

4O969 	.3 	9 

+ cos 21 (292r54r + 76r 
5 

• 	 9 	 3 

- - (2.75) 
9 	

I) 

v 2)  = cos 0 	 432r - 809r3 V 
256x16x36 

+ 447r5  - 105r '  + 19r9 ) 

sin "-f-  cos '-ç - - (2.7.6) 

The solution of the first order equation can be 

found using the steady solution of Dean as a guide. 

This leads to::- 

10 = 	cos 0 r (1-r2)2 (1r2/4)3  cos2 	- -(2.7.7) 
144. 	 16  

To the first order approximation, the secondary 

flow would appear to be of the form of a steady component 

plus an oscillatory part of frequency twice that of 

the applied pressure gradient. This seems a reasonable 
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conclusion from an intuitive point of view since at very 

low alpha values one would expect the secondary flow to 

always flow outwards, no matter what axial direction the 

main flow is in. Also the magnitude of the secondary 

flow would be expected to f011ow the central velocity 

component, and thus remain in phase with the applied 

pressure gradient. This. is indeed what is found experi-

mentally and is shown in Fig. (2,7.1),  where the 

secondary flow was measured In the central region of the 

tube. 

Substitution of (2.7.7)  into  (2..7.4)  and re-

arranging terms leads to .- 

cos 0 sin 2'r (81r - 126r3  + 39r5) - (2.7.8) 
2304 

The solution of this equation is found as follows. 

Initially, a solution is sought of the form:.- 

F(r) cos 0 sin 2 T - - - - ( 2.7.9) 

This leads to an equation for F(r) of the form- 

d2
+ — 

i 	i 2 
( 

dr 	r d.r r 	
F(r) = I 	(81r - 126r3  +39r5 ) 

2304 
- - - (2. 7.10) 

The equation is now solved as follows:- 
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F(r) =F(r)+Fp (r) 

where FH(r)  is the solution of the corresponding homo-

geneous equation and F (r), the particular solution 

found by the method of variable co-efficients. 

The solution of the homogeneous equation which 

remains finite àt the axis is given by:- 

H (r) = A r + B r3-  - - - ( 2.7.11) 

and the particular solution is :.- 

F, (r) = 540r 5  - 140r7  + 13r9 	 -. - - ( 2.7.12) 

32 x 3840 x-24 

The constants A and B may be determined by using 

the boundary conditions::- 

P(r) = d.F(r) =. 0 at r: = I 
dr 

Thus the total solution is given by::- 

F (r) = 299r -- 712r3  + 540r5  - 140r7  + 13r9  

24 x- 3840 x 32 

- - - - - - -- -- (2.7.13) 
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This component of secondary flow indicates outward 

secondary. flow at some phase positions and reversal of 

the secondary flow between 900  and  1800  in the pressure 

cycle, and also between 2700  and  3600.  However, the 

contribution to the secondary flow is small and is.c20% 

of the first approximation. Thus the secondary flow will 

be directed outwards at all phase positions whenci-'1, 

the limit of the first order expansion. 

Now using this solution for 4' 	to substitute11  
into equation (2.7.5),  the following equation for 

is obtained::- 

12 = COS 0 	( ?6r ,-  10r3  + k r5+2 r7)I 

9 	 3 	9 	4096 

+ cos 2 -  ( 1086r - 2940 3 r3-i- 1385r5  
92160 	 4 

_150r?)3 	-. - 	- (2.7.14) 

The equation is solved in the same way as the 

previous one, this time looking for a --solution of the 

form::- 

12 	12P 	12u cos 2'f 

After a considerable amount of algebra, the following 

solution results:: -  

12 	[F1 (r) + F2 (r) cos 2T 	cos 0 - - -• ( 2.7.15) 
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where P1  (r) = ( -1199rr3 _38r5 5r7 r9  
4800 	120 	96 	64 	320 

r11 

4800 4096 x 9 

andF2(r) 	(-2.109r6127r3 5 21r5 1  97r 
128 	128 	32 	128 

_33r9+1) xI 

128 	64 	92160 

The effect of the term Y 	 is thus to produce12  

inward streaming of both the, steady and the oscillatory 

contribution. However, the total secondary flow remains 

outwards at all phase positions untilo& Lf,% 2 1  which is 

beyond the limit of this expansion. 

• 	Substitution of (2.7.15)  into (2.7.6) and re- 

arranging terms leads to 

[611 r - 12432/5r3  + 717 r5  - 171r7 +151/2r 

sin 2'icos0 	- - -- - (2.7.16) 
256x32x36 

A solution is found in the same way as previous 

equations to be:- 

13 = P3  (r) sin 21'cos 0 	- - - ( 2.7.17) 
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where F3  (r) 	[_290 13 r + 726 2 r3-611 r5  + 207 2 r7 

50 	5 	 30 

-35 17r9 +321rh1_1r131 
20 	 50 	7 _J 

I 

256 x 192 x 36 x 32 

This term produces secondary flow which is 1800 

out of phase with and thus acts as a correction 

term as alpha increases. 

The final approximate solution for 	is thus 

given by :.- 

F0  (r) Cos 2T + 6p (r) sin 2+o8 

EF, (r) + F2  (r) cos 2/+ -10F3  (r) sin 2T 

+ 0 	L12 j cos Ø 	- -.- (•2.7.18) 

where F0  (r) = r 	(1-r2 ) 2  (1-r2/4 ) 
114x16 

The functions F0  (r), F (r), F1 (r), F2  (r) and 

F3  (r) are shown in Fig. (2.7.2) and the appropriate 

time dependent functions are shown in Fig. (2.7.3). 

It should be noted that these are not plotted to scale 

but are given only to indicate the form of the functioi. 
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obtained using equations (2.7.18) and (2,4.11). 
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All these functions except F2  (r) have a peak at 

0.4 - 0.45r indicating that this is the region of peak 

secondary flow. This is in good agreement with the 

Hankel transform solution for alpha values up to 1.5. 

The function F2  has a peak nearer to the axis of 

the tube and in fact, it reverses sign near the wall. 

This is. in agreement with the flow pattern obtained at 

much higher alpha values where the core secondary flow 

is reversed while the boundary layer flow remains 

directed in the normal way. 

Finally, Fig. (2.7.4)  shows a plot of the non-

dimensionalised function 	for alpha value 1.5 as 

a function of time at position 0.05r,  9f = 0° . It can 

be seen that the secondary flow is directed outwards at 

all phase positions and a comparison with the plot of 

central axial velocity drawn below it indicates that 

the secondary flow is in phase with this. 

2.8 AXIAL FLOW PERTURBATION 

The first order axial flow equation (2.4.1.) can 

be solved in the same approximate manner as used in the 

preceding two sections. Using anexpansion scheme in0( 2  

the following equations result:- 

c, 10 
2 	1 cos 3 T F0  (r) sin 0  = 

2 
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w10 - V2w11I (2-r) F0(r) +F (r7 sin 'r' 

116 

cos 29•  sin 0 - - - ( 2.8.2) 

wII - V 2wI2 = sin rcos C Fl (r) + F2(r) cos 21) 

L2 

+ F(r) (2-r2 ) sin 2-i- cos'-r-

16 

cos3'-f P0 (r) (3 -r + r4 )1 (2.8.3) 

64 	2 	6_J 

wl2 	2 - v w 	sin 0Lsinos2 (- 	 3 

—rr ).F0 (r) 

6 	72 

- cossin 2'-f F(r) (r2  - 3 - r 
64 	 2 	6 

- sin IT (r2-2) (F1  (r) + F2(r) cos' 2' -r). 
16 

- sin 'l cos 2'rF5 (r9-- (2'.84) 

Again using the relevant equations of Dean as a 

guide, the solution of (2.8.1) is:-- 



W10 = sin 	(1rr3 3r5 + r)cos3 '1 ' 
32x576 40 	4 	4 	40 

- - - - (2.8.5) 

Thus the first-ofder approximation in the quasi-

steady regime ind-icates that the higher axial velocity 

components feature towards the outside of the curve at 

all phase positions. This is as one would expect 

intuitively since the situation should be realisable 

using different steady flow Dean numbers. 

This solution is substituted into (2.8.2) and the 

following equation results:- 

V 2w 	(-687r + 1632r3  - 1320r5  + 420r"_45r9 ) 

sin , ccos2 -i sin 0 	- - - ( 2.8.6) 

2949120 

A solution of this equation is sought which is of 

the form:- 

P4  (r) sin 1 cos2  '-i'  sin  0 	- - ( 2.8.7) 

The function F (r) is found by the method of un-

determined co-efficients and using the no-slip boundary 

condition:.- 

= 0 at r = 1 
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and. the condition that W*, must remain finite when r=0. 

Thus:.- 

F4  cr). 	I 	 (40 jr - 85r3+ 68r5- 27.3-r7 

2949120 

+ 5?.- r9  - - rfl ): - - - - (2.8.8) 
8 

This component will have the effect of reversing 

the direction of the shift in peak of the axial velocity 

between 900  and  1100  and  2700  and  2900  in the pressure 

cycle. At these times the w 1 term is small since it 

is multiplied by cos3'r and the effect of w term can11 
become appreciable. This acts in the opposite direction 

and thus the first order effects of inertia can change 

the axial velocity distribution from the quasi-steady 

position. 

Substitution of (2.8.7) into (2.8.3) leads to the 

following equation for 

V 2. 	- S]fl Ø[F 4(r) + F1 (r) - F2 (r) + F(r) 

2 	2 	32 

(2_r2)3 cos'T- cos13F4(r) - F(r)

16  

(2_r2) + F0() (3 Y +  EJ,  
64 	2 	6)1 



A solution for w12  is found which has the form- 

'12 	[F5(r) cos T +. F6(r) cos31  sin 0 - -( 2.8.10) 

where - 

F5() =- 1213..79r 459 • r3  + 368 2 r— 153 
90 	42 	9 

.33r9-3iir+ 53  r13  x 
	I 

12 	105 
	

24x32x32x3840 

F6 ( 	177..126 r + 37fl r- 305 Z r+ 136 

35 r9+ 4.82 r11- 133 r 	- 
504 J X2416323840 

The effect of the w 12  term will be to reverse the 

acLal velocity shift at phase positions where cos 3 '-r 
is comparable with cos '1', e.g.. 00  in the pressure cycle. 

Substitution of (2.8.10) into (2.8.4) and re-

arranging terms leads to::- 

v 2w15 	sin F5(r) + (2r2) (F1 () _F2 (r)3 sin  LC 

+ cos2  sin ¶ - 	F(r) (2-r2 ) + F3  (r) + 3F6(r) 
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3 - F0 	2 3 r r r (r) ( 
	

2 4 6 	P(r) 	r + r  

256 	18 4 	672 	32 	2 	6)J 

-• - 	- - (12.8.11) 

A solution to this equation is found such that-

sin 9f [F7 (r) sin'1+ F8(r) sin" c s211 (2.8.12) 

where:.- 

F 7(r.)  =16029 r - 56Z_r3  + 54.778 r5  27.54  r7  
40 

+ - 8-558 r9  - 1.34 r+ 0.126 r13  -0.0069 rifl  

24 x 32 x 32 x 3840 

F(r) 	24.876 r + 51.03 r 3- 41.93 r5+  19.95  r7  

- 4..98 r9+ 0.89 r- 0.09 r13+ 0.006 r1 

	

x 	 I 

8 x 16 x 32'x  3840 

The main effect of w13  will thus be to produce a 

perturbation on the axial velocity at 900  in the pressure 

cycle. Wheno<.r1 there is an axial velocity component at 

900 and from the ilankel transform solution it can be seen 

that the axial velocity peak is displaced from the centre 
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Figure (2.8.2) Time dependent functions associated 

with small d~ axial flow perturbation. 
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of the tube. Since the term w is the first in the1. 
series to indicate this, then o&. = 1 will be taken as 

the upper limit of this expansion. 

The full approximate expansion for w1  is thus given 

by:.- 

WI 	D&6 sin 0 [F9  (r) cos 3 T+c(2F(r) sinTcos2'1_ 

cos1 + F6(r) cos 

(F(r) sin '1 + F8(r) sin'rcos2  r ) 

.4-: 	,( 8J (2.8.13) 

The functions F4(r) - F9(r) are shown in Fig.(2..8.1) 

and the time dependent functions are shown in Fig. 

(2.82). All functions except J 7  are similar in shape 

having peaks u-  O.4.5 - 0.5 r from the axis of the tube. 

F7  however, has a peak V\ O.L1 r and has a smaller gradient 

than the other functions towards the wall of the tube. 

This indicates that the effect of this inertia derived 

component is small towards the wall of the tube. 

Finally, the function w1  is plotted as a function 

of time at two radial positions, 0.9 r and 0.1 r, and is 

shown in Fig. (2.8.3). Also shown are velocity-time 

diagrams for the corresponding positions in a straight 

pipe. 

At 0.9 r it can be seen that the perturbation is 

almost in phase with the straight pipe flow and thus 
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will, act in the same direction at nearly all phase 

positions. However, at 0.1 r there is a larger phase 

lag between the perturbation and the straight pipe flow, 

causing the perturbation to act in the opposite 

direction at 105 .-110 and 285 - 2900  in the pressure 

cycle. The term which causes this, is the sin 'T term 

in w13  which has little effect near the edge of the 

tube. Therefore, it would seem that reversal of the 

axial flow perturbation is initiated at the region in 

the cycle where the flow in the centre of the tube changes 

direction. 

LARGE ALPHA APPROXIMATION 

2.9 STRAIGHT PIPE EQUATION 

The theory of oscillatory flow in a straight pipe 

in the limit c>/----> cO  is well understood, (Schlichting, 

1955)... The flow can be considered as consisting of two 

regions, an inviscid core plus thin boundary layers along 

the walls. Re-writing equation (2.2.1) one obtains::- 

wo 	I V 2 wo = cos  

0112 

Thus in the central core where viscosity is neglected 

the following approximate equation arises:- 



_woo  - cos 	- - - -. - (2.9.2) 
- 

whence 

sin  11' 

	
- - - - (2.9.3) 

In the boundary layer where viscosity is important 

only the highest order derivative in the Laplacian is 

retained. Thus -,  

2w 	I 
	

. 2w  o1 	Cos - 

The solution of this equation which satisfies the 

no-slip boundary conditions and matches with (2.9.3) is 

given by Lyne, (1970)  as:.- 

I 	 I- 
- exp 	- o. (1-r) 	sin  01  

L 	) 	L 

- - - (2.9.5) 

Thus the full solution for w0  is given by:- 

wo 	sinT - esin (-X) - - (2.9.6) 

where 

X:~ ( (1-r) 
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2.10 THE SECONDARY FLOW EQUATION 

Using the results of the previous section the R.H.S. 

of equation (23.1)  can be written as:- 

R.H.S. 	- o& (e 	J-2-cos ('_1T/4) - e_2 < 

+ e_2> 'Icos (2r-2X+ 7/4) e >4  J 

cos (2-X +  IT  - - - (2.10.1) 

This-  indicates that the secondary flow consists of 

a steady part plus an oscillatory part. The unsteady 

secondary flow has frequency twice that of the applied 

pressure gradient and thus this form of solution is 

consistent with that fouiid at the lower c4 values. 

Thus (2..1) can be written as:- 

v l _X  
-I ( e 	1-2 cos (<-/) 

o(2 

- e_2 <' +  e_2Jcos (21 

- 2X + 1T/4) - e 	co s(2 r 

/4))  
- - (2.10.2) 
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In the central core where viscous effects are ignored:- 

(çi10) 	
0 

- - - - - - (2.10.3) 

whilst in the boundary layer:- 

( 	
2 	2 	 (e--"cos (X-/) 

	

- T - 2 	 - 
( 

e_2' + e_2XvT cos  

(2'r - 2+/4) - 

cos (2-+ 

These two equations are similar to those used by 

Lyne-  in his boundary layer analysis. Therefore using 

his solutions as a guide the solution for equation 

(2.10.4) is given by:- 

3 	v'
x+ - 	

e 	- ecos (- 

	

5
ti/4) + 5 	e J2  cos (2'l'-. f+ -n;74) 

ie 2 Xcos (2r_2)+Tr/4)_ e ' cos (21'- 

X+ 11/4) + ( 9 f_10 cos (2'r 
+ 11/4) cos 0 

8J 

-. - 
-. - ( 2.10.5) 
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Equation (2.10.3) along with the matching conditions, 

given by Lyne implies that:;- 

y ( r,  0" ). - - - - (2.106) 

Therefore. in the' limitd - oO the flow in the 

interior is steady.. 

Now using equation (2.1.20) the next approximation 

to the secondary flow in the interior may be obtained',. 

I _ 
	 --- io 	) 

- 	 (2107). 

Using the following expansion scheme an approximate 

solution to (2.10.7), is found subject to the boundary 

and matching conditions given by Lyne0 

Wio = M'100 Pioi + 	102' + - - (2.10.8). 

Thus using the - solution of Lyiie as a guide:- 

WI0 =- - 	(1-r) cos 0 - 	 (1-r2 ) 2cos 2' 0 
8 	 &,2 	072 

- - - (2.10.9). 
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This result indicates that in the limit-/, —> oO then 

the secondary flow in the interior region of the pipe is 

steady and flows in the opposite direction to that of 

the lower case. Clearly there must be a transition 

region between the small-/, "positive centrifuging" and 

the large c4 case. The exact c,/,value at which this occurs 

is given by Lyné as 12.8 which has been confirmed experi-

mentally by Bertelsen (1974)  and Munson (1975).  The 

value obtained by the Hankel transform technique 1so11, 

which is to be expected as the expansion scheme used by 

Lyne is of a higher order and is a better approximation. 

The boundary layer method will not be pursued here as 

much of this work has already been covered by Lyne and 

it is sufficient to see that the results agree in the 

limjto-,O. 
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CHLPTER3 

EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 

INTRODUCTION 

- 	 This chapter contains a description of the flow 

rig and pump developed for this series of experiments 

and also a discussion of the measurement technique used. 

The basic requirement of the pump, was that it should 

produce a purely oscillatory flow in the low to moderate 

frequency parameter range. The working fluid was chosen 

to be air since this would enable very low Re. No. flow 

to be achieved without many practical difficulties. 

The flow system consisted of a pipe network and 

glass models which ranged in diameter from 3.6 - 6.2 m.m 

and thus this precluded the use of measuring probes 

which required to be placed in the flow. Laser-Doppler 

anemometry was used to measure the flow velocities since 

this is a non-intrusive technique which can have very 

good spatial resolution. Since the fluid used was air, 

and hence the amount of light scattered small, photon-

correlation was chosen for signal-processing. 

All the experiments were run at a room temperature 

of 25°C giving a value for\) , the kinematic viscosity 

of air of 1.55 x 10 m2  sec.. This value was 

calculated using Sutherland's law and the tabulated 

values given by Batchelor (1967). 
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3.1 FLOW RIG 

The flow rig is shown schematically in Fig. (5.11) 

and also in Plate (1). The pump which is used to push 

the. air back and forth through the model in a sinusoidal 

manner operates on the scotch-yoke principle and is a. 

development of' the type first suggested by Reynolds and 

Wyett (1974). 

The pistons' are rigidly inter-connected with a 

steel connecting-rod in the centre of which is a slider 

guide. The brass slider plate which moves up and down 

in the guide has a ball-race mounted in its centre. A 

spigot, mounted off-set on a rotating brass plate fits 

into the ball-race and since the locus of the spigot is 

a circle, the pistons move back and forth along the 

diameter of this circle, and thus purely sinusoidal 

motion is achieved. The novel linkage used in this 

particular system has incorporated into it a calibrated 

traver.se  which is used to vary the amount of offset of 

the spigot. Therefore the stroke length of the piston 

can be varied by a predetermined amount, thus changing 

the flow rate for a fixed frequency. 

The rotating brass plate was driven round by a 

220 V D.C.- electric motor' via a bearing mounted shaft 

and belt and pulley gearing system. The speed of the 

electric motor was varied using an electronic speed 

control based on the design of Gant (1967). The circuit 
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diagram is shown in Fig. (3.1.2) and uses the back 

e.m.f. generated in the motor coils in a feed-back 

loop to control the supply to the motor. This was a 

particularly successful design giving good torque 

characteristics at low speeds and a motor speed 

accuracy of r".-' 2% over a 17 hour operating period. 

By varying the speed of the motor, the frequency 

of oscillation of the flow was changed. This also has 

the effect of changing the peak velocity and this could 

be compensated for by altering the piston displacement 

by the required amount. Also the gearing ratio of the 

driving mechanism could be altered to give a new range 

of parameters. This was a particularly useful feature 

when high frequency flows were required. Finally, the 

pistons and cylinders were made in two different matched 

pairs, one had an inside diameter of 2 ems. and the other 

was 1 cm. This enabled'a reasonable stroke length to be 

maintained whilst keeping the flow rate down to the 

required level in the high frequency flow regime. 

The entire pumping system was mounted on a heavy 

base-board which was rigid enough to prevent flexions 

in the various moving parts. The pump provided a 

versatile flow inducer which could operate satisfactorily 

in the range 0.33 - 15 Hz with a peak Re. N0 . capability 

ofi20O. Thus flow parameters of physiological interest 

could readily be reproduced. 

Connection between the model and the pistons was 



made using thick-walled plastic tubing. The length of 

the tube was chosen such that fully-developed flow could 

be achieved within the model. However, if the tubes were 

made too long this leads to undesirable losses. The peak 

Re. N° . (based on mean velocity in the centre of the tube) 

wasu-  100 in these studies, and thus entrance lengths 

were not a problem. Also, as shown by Gerrard and Hughes 

(1971), the entrance length decreases as the frequency 

parameter increases. The argument is given that viscosity 

acts over smaller portions of the flow at the higher 

frequencies and so the entrance length requirement is 

lessened. 

The series of pipes provided a totally enclosed 

system which was advantageous due to the nature of the 

measuring technique employed. The laser-Doppler anemometer 

depends upon particles in the flow, scattering light from 

ameasuring volume ;  placed at known points in the flow. 

The signal processing system used in this study does not 

require a continuous signal .from the flow, and thus the 

amount of scattered light need only be small. 

In conventional operating conditions, naturally 

occuring particles in an open-circuit flow, scatter 

sufficient light for velocity information to be gathered. 

The advantage of the closed-circuit system is that small 

quantities of pre-selected scatterers may be added to 

the flow and retained within the system for considerable 

periods of time. Each measurement made, required an 

experimental time of ft 4 minutes and thus the retention 
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of the light scattering or "seeding" particles was an 

important feature of the system. The seeds used were 

small quantities of cigarette smoke which have a mean 

particle size of 0.1 /,-m and are thus efficient 

scatterers of He - Ne laser light. The seeds are 

eventually lost by adhesion to the walls of the tubes, 

the deposits acting as a filter for the larger particles. 

The flow in the system was continuously oscillating 

back and forth, but as information about the flow at a 

pre-seleeted point in the cycle was required, a means of 

sampling the signal had to be incorporated into the 

measuring system. The cycle is assumed to be repeated 

exactly, therefore if a particular phase point is 

selected and the information obtained at that point 

averaged over many cycles, then effectively "instant-

aneous"flow information is achieved. 

The sampling system consisted of a disc with a 

notch cut into the edge, attached to the drive shaft of 

the pump. A bounce-free, Hall-effect microswitch was 

tripped using this device and employing the pulse-

shaping circuit of Fig.(3.1.3) a pulse of pre-selected 

width was used to gate the output of the photo-multiplier. 

The sample wid'th was made short enough to avoid averaging 

over too large a portion of a cycle, but long enough to 

make experimental time practical. A. typical sample time 

was ,-., 0.50 per cycle. 

A. hot wire was initially included in the flow system 
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to give a visual display of the flow. The hot-wire could 

not detect the direction of the flow and gave a very 

distorted picture as the flow passed through zero. 

However, it was assumed that the peaks in the flow were 

faithfully reproduced and this was used as a check on 

the stability of the sampling system and on the frequency 

of the flow. 

Before proceeding with the actual experiments, the 

flow in the centre of a straight pipe was measured at 

various phase points of equal interval to check if the 

flow was truly cosinusoidal and also to calibrate the 

sampling system. The result is shown in Fig. (3.1.1+) 

and it is seen that agreement between experiment and 

theory is good. Once a few sample points had been 

checked, others were chosen by attaching a protractor to 

the sampling mechanism. Reliable flow information could 

then be obtained at pre-determined phase positions. 

The flow rig plus measuring optics were mounted on 

a vibration isolating table .manufactured by Ealing-

Beck. The table was supported by a piston and tube 

arrangement which was pressurised using a nitrogen 

supply. Therefore, the experiment was isolated from 

both unwanted building vibrations - and those caused by 

the pump itself. This was mounted on a separate unit, 

connection being provided via flexible tubing. 
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3.2 MODELS 

The basic requirements of the models used were 

that they had to be of small diameter and have good 

optical properties. The small diameter tubes were 

necessary to provide realistic physiological flow 

parameter simulation in a simple manner. The optical 

quality of the models had to be such that there would 

be minimum distortion of the laser beams as they 

entered the model, and that most of the scattered' light 

would be transmitted to the photo-multiplier. 

For these reasons glass models were chosen and 

these were manufactured from-precision bore pyrex 

tubing. The models were chemically cleaned before each 

series of experiments and this kept signal losses down 

to a minimum. 

The first series of experiments were carried out 

using a. straight 5 m.m. inside diameter precision bore 

perspex tube of length 15 cms., with the measurements 

being made in the middle of the length of tubing. This 

served as a useful starting point for the experiments in, 

that well-proven theories exist for such flows and thus 

a-- reliable  check with theory could be made. 

The initial curved tube experiments were made using 

a 3.6 m.m. inside diameter tube 'of non-dimensional' 

radius of curvature 1/5Q  A.2700  section of tube was 

used in these experiments, the measurements being made 
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at position 1800  round the curve, where it was assumed 

fully-developed conditions had been reached. This 

section of tube was made from a distillation rig and 

was manufactured by "cold-drawing" the tube. This 

ensured that the cross-section remains circular during 

the bending process. 

The main set of experimental measurements were 

made using a model of curvature 1/7 which was chosen 

because of its physiological significance, i.e. its 

common occurrence in the lungs, Olsen (1971). The tube 

itself was manufactured in U-tube form from a section 

of precision bore 1.5 m.m. walled pyrex tube which had 

an inside diameter of 6.2 m.m.. The reason for choosing 

such a thick-walled tube was that this greatly reduced 

the distortion of the tube in the bending process. The 

skill of the glass-blower was tested in the manufacture 

of this model, and after almost forty rejects, a tube 

of circular cross-section with distortion i- ..1 1.5% was 

produced. 

3.3 OPTICAL ARRANGEMENT 

The laser-Doppler anemometer used in all the 

experiments to be described was operating in the 

differential-Doppler or "fringe" mode. In this con-

figuration a single laser beam is split into two parts 

by a prism arrangement and the beams are then caused to 
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intersect in the region of interest in the flow by a 

lens system. 

Each particle in the flow scatters light as it 

passes through the measuring volume and this light is 

Doppler shifted in frequency, depending on the velocity 

of the particle. Thus if a number of particles pass 

through various parts of the measuring volume with a 

range of velocities, then the resultant averaged Doppler 

frequency will be very complex, and retrieval of useful 

velocity information will be difficult if the distri-

bution of velocities is not of a simple form. 

However, if any velocity gradient across the fringe 

volume can be considered as linear, then it will be 

shown that the averaged Doppler frequency has the same 

value as that of light scattered by a single particle 

passing through the centre of the volume. Other velocity 

distributions have been considered by Kreid (197Ll)  who 

showed that a complicated relationship exists even for 

relatively simple forms of velocity gradient. For this 

reason it is highly desirable to keep the measuring 

volume as small as possible relative to the size of the 

tube used. The most obvious method of achieving this, 

is to increase the angle between the beams since the 

length of the measuring volume is proportional to /sino .  

@ where 2 0 is the angle between the beams. The simplest 

method of forming the volume is by use of a single lens 

to both focus the beams and cause them to intersect. The 
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large angle requirement means that the lens is necessarily 

used non-paraxially and as has been shown by Hanson (1973) 

this can lead to additional broadening of the Doppler 

signal. 

The laser is operating in the TEN 00  mode and has a 

Gaussian intensity profile. Kogelnik (1965) investigated 

the effect of passing such a beam through a system of 

lenses and showed that unless the waist of the Gaussian 

beam was in the back-focal plane of the lens, it would 

not coincide with the front focal plane. The beam has 

the property that at the Gaussian waist, the wavefront 

is truly planar and the "fringes" formed at the inter-

section of two such planar beams would be linearly 

spaced. 

However, in the system used here the beams inter-

sect in the front focal plane of the lens, but the 

Gaussian waists are formed slightly in front of this 

position. The fringes formed are not uniformly spaced 

over the measuring volume which gives rise to a non-

uniform signal. Therefore corrections for this source 

of unwanted broadening had to be made in the system used. 

The actual system used as shown in Fig. (3.3.1) 

consisted of a 15 mW He-Ne laser, the beam of which is 

split using a Precision Devices beam splitter of fixed 

separation 2 cms. This is followed by a phase shifting 

device which alters the phase of the plane of polarisation 

of each beam in a linear manner using the Pockel's effect. 

The method of operation is described by Foord et.al.(1974). 
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The effect of the phase shifter is to give the Doppler 

beat frequency a bias of a pre-selected amount in a set 

direction. The resultant frequency measured gives the 

magnitude of the Doppler frequency and also its direction, 

depending upon whether it is greater or less than the bias 

frequency. This enables the direction of the fLow to be 

determined which is useful, particularly near tube walls. 

In order to increase the beam separation and thus 

increase the angle of intersection, lenses L2 and L3 

were used in a telescope manner, which increased the 

separation to 4.4 ems. The telescope system also had 

the effect of increasing the radius of each beam which 

although considerably reducing the size of the measuring 

volume, also increased the unwanted broadening. The 

relativel fat beam is brought sharply to a focus and 

thus the distortion of the "fringes" is increased. 

Lens Lk is an aspheric lens of focal length 3.8 

cms. (f.No. 0.55)  manufactured by the Oriel Corporation, 

U.S.A.. ..and corrected for spherical aberration. This 

gave a final beam intersection cycle of 6O.140.  Using 

the formulae of Kogelnik (1965)  in conjunction with the 

analysis of Hanson (1973), the focal length and position 

of LI was calculated. The effect'of LI is to minimise 

the amount of interference phase gradient broadening by 

adjusting the position of the Gaussian beam waists, such 

that they now almost coincide with the front focal plane 

of the lens. This also has the effect of increasing the 

length of the measuring volume, as the beam diameters are 
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decreased after using the telescope system, but sufficient 

spatial resolution was maintained. The details of the 

calculations are given in Appendix C. 

Therefore the final length of the measuring volume 

was 0.145 m.m. defined at the ' /e2  points of the intensity 

distribution, with 147 "fringes" contained within the 

volume. Thus even in the smallest diameter tube averaging 

only takes place over L/'1 4% of the tube diameter. Also. 

the fringe distortion broadening can be calculated to be 

LP 0.3% and hence can be considered negligible. 

An attempt was made to measure the actual broadening 

of the signal due' to the above effects and any other 

imperfections in the lens system. This was done using 

a rotating perspex disc, mounted on a precision optical 

traverse, which was moved in steps of 0.01 m.m. through 

the measuring volume. The disc was driven at constant 

speed by a synchronous motor and the volume positioned 

so as to be as close to, the centre of the disc as was 

possible, to minimise disc fluctuations. The results are 

shown graphically in Fig.(3.3.2) and indicate that there 

is a slight distortion towards one side of the volume 

but this is' so small as can be considered negligible. 

Another optical system has been used by Vlachos 

and Whitelaw (1974) using a mirror system and separate 

lenses for each beam. Using this method they obtained 

very small measuring volumes (u0.08 m.m. defined at 

l/e points), and had the advantage of being able to 



control the the position of the Gaussian beam waist precisely. 

However, their system has the distinct practical dis-

athrantage of being very difficult to align. The method 

employed here is much simpler in design and can be 

aligned relatively easily whilst still giving good 

quality signals from small diameter tubes. 

The scattered light was focussed by a collecting 

lens onto the face of the photo-multiplier tube. This 

particular system used the very good telephoto-lens 

arrangement designed by Malvern Instruments, which 

enabled precise focussing of the measuring volume onto 

the pinhole. One of the main problems encountered in 

laser-Doppler measurements in round tubes is the amount 

of flare generated at glass walls, but using a 200 micron 

pinhole this problem was minimised. Also, because of 

the mode of operation of the photon-correlator, the ba'ck-

g±ound noise became a pedestal level whilst the Doppler 

signal was still faithfully recorded. 

The receiving optics were also used to locate the 

precise position of the measuring volume. By introducing 

a relatively large amount of smoke into the tube, the 

intersection of the beams was made clearly visible. 

Using a travelling microscope at Tight angles to the 

plane of the beams, and also making use of the receiving 

optics telescope, it was possible to determine when the 

edge of the fringe volume and the inner edge of the glass 

tube coincided. Thus by moving the glass tube and keeping 
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the optics in a fixed position for the experiments, it 

was possible to measure velocity profiles across the 

tubes. The position of the measuring point was known 

to within 0.01 m.m. 

Thus using the system described above, measurements 

were made of velocity profiles in small diameter tubes 

on purely oscillatory flow. The fringe volume size was 

kept small, therefore the velocity gradient across the 

volume could be considered as linear and as shown in 

Appendix D, the actual Doppler frequency measured was 

equivalent to that generated by a series of particles 

passing through the centre of the fringe volume. The 

effect of the linear velocity gradient is merely to 

broaden the Doppler spectrum about this central value. 

Using the result of Appendix D the velocity gradient 

was measured from several spectra and compared with the 

value expected for perfect Poiseulle profiles. The 

agreement between theory and experiment was found to be 

within 1% which gives further confirmation that the 

"fringes" formed within the measuring volume inside the 

tube are linearly spaced. 

3 -. 4 SIGNAL PROCESSING 

The signal from the photo-multiplier was processed 

using the Malvern-Instruments photon-correlator, the 

precise details of the principle of operation are 



described in in Pike and Cummins (1977).  The frequency of 

the auto-correlation function gives a direct measure of 

the Doppler difference frequency, and thus velocity 

information is obtained through the re].ationship- 

CL 
.4TiWsinQ/?, 	- - - (3.4.1) 

W velocity 

= 21IfJ  where f is the Doppler-difference frequency 

wavelength of laser 

Each correlation function when fully formed was 

sent through a data link to the Departmental P.D.P. 15 

computer where it was stored on a magnetic disc. At the 

end of each experimental session, batches of correlation 

functions were transferred to an IBM 370 computer where 

they were analysed using.a Fourier transform program. 

A. direct cosine Fourier transformation was used to 

obtain the spectra of the correlation functions using 

the relationship:- 

(f) = R (o)  T + 2 T 7 	R (sT) cos (21TsT);; 

- T 	- - - - - (3.4.2) 

where sT is the lag time for channel number s and 

in is the total number of correlation lags. 

This method is particularly simple to apply and it 
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has been found Daudpota ( 1 976), that it leads to accurate 

determination of the peak frequency. The variance may 

also be accurately determined provided that the correlo-

gram has decayed to effectively a constant level within 

the range of channels available, (in this case 48 which 

was later extended to 72). The decay rate may be 

controlled using the optical phase shifter since this 

effectively imposes a variable mean velocity on the flow. 

Thus by choosing a suitable shift the variance of the 

spectrum can be found and therefore the velocity gradient 

may be accurately determined. 

The cosine transformation has been used here in 

preference to the more usualF.F.T. methods since it 

returns the same number of Fourier co-efficients for 

data points. The F.F.T. would require extension of the 

correlation function to 2n points (where n is an integer) 

resulting in n/2 co-efficients. Also since the number 

of data points involved here is relatively small, the 

computing time saved using F.F.T. would be minimal. 

The zero lag value is not available on this correlator 

and is thus set in the program such that R(o) Z max 

R (sT) I . The precise value chosen is unimportant 
since it only introduces a constant pedestal level 

into the spectrum. The value used in this study was 

R(o) = 1.1 max I R (T) 
Using this transformation technique together with 

a peak detection and polynomial fitting routine, mean 

velocities were computed. Velocity profiles were 



obtained and plotted on a Calcomp graph-plotter using 

a cubic spline package. K typical computation time for 

a mean velocity profile of 20 points was .i'5 seconds. 



CHPTE.R 4. 

PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter contains a presentation and discussion 

of both the theorectical and experimental results obtained ,  

in this study. Comparisons will be made between the two 

sets of results and also with the earlier work of other 

researchers, in an attempt to find the range of validity 

of this work. 

Firstly, results will be presented for fully 

developed oscillatory flow in a straight pipe. These 

measurements formed the initial stages of the experi-

mental work and served as a useful system calibration 

procedure, since well-proven theoretical results are 

available. 

The next section contains the results of the study 

of secondary flow in a curved pipe. The bulk of this 

work was theoretical in form due to the extreme practical 

difficulties involved in experimental measurements. 

However, two important sets of measurements were made 

and it is shown that the theoretical results are in 

reasonable agreement with these and also with earlier 

experimental studies. 

The third part contains the results of measurements 

I. 
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made on developing oscillatory flow in a curved pipe. 

These were used to determine when fully developed 

conditions were achieved round the curve. Also, because 

of the wide variety of profile shapes available at the 

input to the curve at certain alpha values, different 

development procedures were observed. Comparison will 

be made between-these results, earlier experimental 

studies involving steady flows and also some of the very 

limited theoretical work available. 

Both theoretical and experimental results will be 

given in the next section on axial velocity distribution 

in fully developed oscillatory flow in a curved pipe. 

In the low frequency or quasi-steady flow region, general 

agreement is found between the results of this study 

and earlier steady flow work. As the frequency parameter 

increases, it is found that the flow has some unexpected 

features. However, agreement is found between the experi-

mental and theoretical results. 

Finally, an explanation is given for the flow patterns 

found in oscillatory flow in a curved tube in the transition 

region between the high and low frequency parameter 

regimes. Although precise details of the flow field are 

complicated it will be shown that. the main features may 

be explained in terms of general trends in the flow. 
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4.1 STRAIGHT PIPE FLOW 

The' full solution to the Navier-Stokes equation for 

fully-developed oscillatory flow in a long straight pipe 

is given in section (2.2) by equation (2.2.4) in the 

form of Kelvin's functions. In order to gain further 

physical insight into the flow field for various alpha 

values, approximate solutions were found in the limits -

c4 - 0 and 	,> 00 in sections (2.6) and (2.9) 

respectively. 

The conclusion of (2.6) is that, to a. first order 

approximation, when 	is small, then the flow can be 

considered as quasi-steady, i.e. the velocity profile 

is PoiseiiLle at all phase positions of the pressure 

cycle and in phase with the applied pressure gradient. 

This flow regime is illustrated by the results given in 

Fig. (4.1.1) where velocity profiles were measured at 

00 , 300 and  1800  in the pressure cycle. The tube diameter 

was 5 n.m. and' the frequency of oscillation 0.27 Hz, 

giving an alpha value of 0.83. The results are presented 

such that the dashed: line in the theoretical curve and 

the crosses give the experimental points. It is seen 

that agreement between theory and experiment is good. 

As ( increases then as can be seen from section 

(2.6), the inertia terms become important and the low 

frequency approximation rapidly breaks down. The next 

set of experimental results, shown in Fig. (4.1.2), were 
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taken at an alpha value of 4.36  and therefore require the 

full solution for comparison. Now the frequency of 

oscillation was 4.88 and the diameter of the tube 6.2 mm. 

Comparison between theory and experiment is again found 

to be good for the two phase positions shown (00  and 30° ). 

Whereas in the quasi-steady case viscosity acts 

across the full width of the tube, now the time for 

vorticity generated at the walls to diffuse across the 

tube becomes comparable with the oscillation time of the 

flow. Thus the flow in the centre of the tube acts in 

an inviscid manner and lags the applied pressure gradient 

by un 900.  The remainder of the flow field is affected 

by vorticity to varying degrees, giving rise to the 

complicated flow profiles found. 

Another way of picturing the development of the 

vorticity field throughout a cycle of the pressure gradient 

is that the slower moving fluid along the walls reacts 

first to the rapidly changing pressure gradient. The 

relatiiely faster moving fluid in the central region, 

which has a larger amount of momentum associated with it, 

takes a longer time to react, and thus there is.a phase 

lag between the flow at the wall and that in the centre 

of the tube. This is illustrated - in Fig. (4.1.3) where 

velocity profile measurements are shown for phase positions 

1200  and 150°  in the cycle for o& = 4.36. The flow at 

the wall is seen to react to the reverse pressure gradient 

before the central region. Again agreement between theory 
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and. experiment is found to be good. 

Finally, the high alpha region is illustrated in 

Fig. (4.1.4). This flow regime is outside the capa-

bilities of this experimental system but a few profiles 

are presented, derived from the approximate theoretical 

solutions of (2.9)  to illustrate the form of the flow 

field. The profiles shown are those of 0 0  - 1500 in the 

cycle at an alpha value of 10. Now it can be seen that 

the effects of viscosity are confined to thin boundary 

layer regions along the walls of the tube. The uniform 

central core, which is 900 out of phase with the applied 

pressure gradient, extends over .T805 of the tube. 

All of the profiles measured in the straight pipe 

and the curved pipe will be related to each other by their 

phase positions in the pressure gradient. The piston 

velocity, which is the mean velocity, lags behind the 

pressure gradient for °(> 1.:.. The exact relationship 

between the piston phase position and the pressure gradient 

phase is given in Fig. (4.1.5) derived from the results of 

Uchida (1956). Thus all measurements made may be related 

to the pressure gradient cycle and thus to the relevant 

theoretical results. 

The sets of measurements reported, confirm that the 

pumping system is providing fully-developed oscillatory 

flow in the measuring regions and that the measuring 

system is faithfully reproducing the flow field. 
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4.2 SECONDARY FLOW IN A CURVED TUBE 

A description of the origin of secondary flow in 

curved tubes will first be given using a method similar 

to that of Karman (1934).  He derived the flow stability 

criterion of Lord Rayleigh (1916) for fluid flowing 

between rotating cylinders using a centripetal force, 

pressure gradient argument. Since the secondary flow 

patterns found theoretically and experimentally by 

Taylor (1923) for rotating cylinder flow are very similar 

to those found in curved tube flow, this seems to be a 

good starting point to understand the problem. 

Consider the case of a tube of non-dimensional 

radius r bent in the shape of a toroid of radius R. 

Fluid of density flows around the tube with velocity w, 

which is a function of r, under the action of a pressure 

gradient - 	where is the angular coordinate of 
- 

the system. Since fluid elements are moving in circular 

paths, a centripetal force of magnitude ew2  per unit 
- 	R+r 

volume is required for steady motion and this is provided 

by a pressure gradient ( - 	). 

I.ow consider a fluid element of velocity w 1  at 

radius R.+ r 1  and suppose the element is displaced to a 

radius R- + r2  which is greater than R + r1 . The angular 

momentum of the fluid element will remain constant and 
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thus its new velocity will be given by ( R + r 1 ) w1 . 

(R+r2) 

For this element to be in equilibrium at its new radius 

	

it would require a centripetal force 	( R + r1 ) 2  w2 . 

(R+r2 ) 3  

However, the pressure gradient at radius ( R + r 2 ) 

provides an inward force of magnitude w 22  where w2  

R+r2  

is the velocity at H + r2 . In general this force is not 

equal to the centripetal force required for the newly 

arrived element. 
2 \2 2 Therefore if ew2 	+ r1 , 	then the 

(R+r2 ) 	(R+r2 ) 

fluid element will be forced back into its original 

position and a stable situation will exist. However if 

(R + r1 ) 2w1 2 	then the fluid element will. 

(R+r2 ) 

tend to move further outwards and secondary streaming 

directed outwards in the centre of the tube will be 

produced. 

In the case of a Poiseiil1e type of flow, one would 

expect outward secondary flow. The axial velocity peak 

would thus be moved by this towards the outside of the 

curve. The secondary flow returns around the Walls of 

the tube giving the familiar D-type pattern first found 

theoretically by Dean (1928). This type of secondary 
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flow will therefore be found in the quasi-steady flow 

regime. 

In the high frequency flow case the higher velocity 

components in the straight tube are positioned off-axis 

near the walls of the tube. Applying the same type of 

analysis as above, then the flow near the tube walls will 

be centrifugally unstable. Thus one may extect two 

counter-rotating vortices in the upper and lower halves 

of the tube which are confined to the wall regions. 

At the central area of the tube the flow may become 

unstable to fluid element translation in the opposite 

direction i.e. inward secondary streaming. This can be 

considered as similar to the flow field investigated by 

G. I. Taylor where the two cylinders were rotated in 

opposite directions. A second vortex was found near the 

outer cylinder which rotated in the opposite sense to 

the stronger vortex at the inner cylinder. Thus in high 

alpha flow one would expect to find a four vortex system 

of secondary flow. The inner vortices will rotate in 

opposite directions to the outer vortices and will be 

weaker than the outer vortices. The effects of viscosity 

have been ignored in the above analysis, but as indicated 

by Stuart (1963), the main effect-of viscosity is to 

stabilise the motion. Thus the transition region between 

low and high alpha may not be smooth as viscosity acts 

over varying amounts of the tube at different alpha values 

in this region. 



• 	 Figure (4.21) Plot of steady part of secondary flow versus o<, for 

fixed-value of G 120.. Values are given for the position 0.1 r in 

the central plane of the bend.. 
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From the preceding argument, one would expect the 

secondary flow to be directed outwards at all phase 

positions in the quasi-steady regime. Thus if the 

pressure gradient varies as cos "1-' then the secondary 

flow will vary as cos 2 '-f and a steady secondary flow 

will be produced as well as an oscillatory one. This 

has been confirmed experimentally, and the results are 

shown in Fig. (2.7. 1 ) for the case. when ,&. = 0.84.. 

Before considering the time dependent part of the 

secondary flow further, it is of interest to see how the 

steady secondary flow component varies with frequency 

parameter for a fixed value of G. the expansion parameter. 

This is shown in Fig (4.2.1).and it is clear that the 

steady component reaches a peak at 	3 before reducing 

to zero and reversing ato.&l1. These results may be 

compared with the experimental results of Munson ( 1 975) 

a -xd Bertelsen (1975). 

The results of Munson are plotted as the non-

dimensionalised secondary flow versus alpha. The non-

dimensionalising parameter is R 5  and thus as s.. -* 0 

the secondary flow approaches a constant level. This 

would be equivalent to dividing the above results byo&, 

and thus the qualitative agreement would be good. The 

secondary flow approaches a constant level aso1 -p 0 

and approaches 0 as S increases, changing direction at 

13.4. Munson has already shown that his results 

are in agreement with the quasi-steady secondary flow 



Figure (4.2.2) Steady component of secondary flow for 

various alpha values, with fixed G = 300. 
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work of Zalosh and Nelson (1973),  which in turn is in 

agreement with the resulta. presented here. The cross-

over value found experimentally is higher than the value 

predicted here, but it is in agreement with the boundary 

layer work of Lyne (1970). This is to be expected as his 

approximation is of higher order than the one presented 

here in the high frequency limit. 

The work of Bertelsen is approximately in agreement 

with the previous results, finding the reversal of the 

secondary flow to occur between o4, 	12.3 and 14.4, 

explaining that the actual alpha value where transition 

occurred was difficult to observe. This is conceivable 

since the secondary flow is very small over this region 

making measurements difficult unless R 8  is large. 

Therefore the results of Munson may be suspect in this 

region, although the R 5  values used are not quoted and 

may have been large. 

The steady flow patterns produced for alpha values 

2 5  4 1  6, 8 and 10 are shown in Fig. (4.2.2) for a fixed 

value of G, the amplitude parameter. It can be seen that 

for c( = 2 and 4 the centres of the vortices are displaced 

towards the outside of the bend to produce streamline 

patterns similar to those of NcConalogue and Srivastava 

(1968). As alpha increases to 6 the centres move towards 

the inside of the bend and remain there until o& 	10. 

This thickening of the vortex core on the -Inside of the 

curve was found by Bertelsen in his experiment. He found 

that when 	z. 20 this phenomenon occurred, and he 



Figure (4.2.3) Secondary flow streamlines for the case 

'I) =0•1-O.O 
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explained it it in terms of the finite curvature of the tube 

used in his experiment. Further, he extended the work of 

Lyne by expanding the boundary layer equations in terms 

of the curvature and gained reasonable agreement between 

theory and experiment. Lyne in fact ignores the effect 

of curvature on the axial velocity distribution and this 

is probably why the effect does not appear in his results. 

From the results presented here, it may be concluded that 

the steady vortex core is thicker towards the ixiside of 

the curve for all curved tubes when o& > 6. 

Another important feature of these flow patterns is 

the development of a stagnation zone in the centre of the 

tube. The central inviscid core of the flow grows as 

alpha increases and the centrifugal instability is 

confined towards the walls of the tube. It would appear 

from the results that development of the counter-rotating 

vortex in the centre of the tube occurs over a large & 

range. Therefore it is questionable if the boundary layer 

theory and approximations can be applied below the tran-

sition S, value of 12.8 given by Lyne. 

The full secondary flow streamlines are shown in 

Fig. (4.2.5) for ( = I phase position 00  and G = 9216. 

The flow pattern is very similar to that produced by..ithe 

steady flow work of IcConalogue and Srivastava-(1968) for 

the same G value. As shown in Appendix E, where the range 

of validity of this work is discussed, comparison is good 

at G = 9216 but falls off as G increases. Other plots 



Figure (4.2.4) Seonary flow streamline patterns 

obtained when 	( 3 and G = 300 
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Figure (4.25) Secondary flow streamlines for the case 

5, phase positions 0-150 with G = 300. 
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obtained at at different phase positions indicate similar 

shapes as would be expected in the quasi-steady limit. 

The effect of increasing & to 3 is now indicated 

in the secondary flow plots shown in Fig. (4.2.4). At 

00 phase position, the centre of the vortices are dis-

placed towards the inside of the curve and there is some 

indication of the beginnings of a stagnation region in 

the centre of the tube. Later in the cycle at phase 

position 60°  the centres of the vortices move towards 

the outside of the curve and the secondary flow is now 

uniform in the centre of the tube. This pattern strongly 

resembles those of the quasi-steady patterns found earlier. 

Further on in the cycle up to 150°  phase position, the 

centre of the vortices remain displaced towards the outside 

of the curve with uniform streaming in the centre of the 

tube. 

The result of increasing . further to o&. 	5 is 

shown in Fig. (14.2.5).  Now the centre of the vortices 

remain ,displaced towards the inside of the bend until 

phase position 120 ° . The secondary flow in the centre of 

the tube is uniform and small in magnitude at the 300 
 

phase position. The stagnation region expected in the 

centre of the tube is now indicated at the 60 °  and 90°  

phase positions. Further on in the cycle at 120 °  and 150 

phase positions, the outward streaming becomes uniform in 

the centre of the tube with increased strength, compared 

with the 30 0  phase position. Thus this situation is 



Figure (4.26) Normalised -secondary flow and velocity 

plots for the tube. centre when a( = 4,06.. Experimental 

secondary flow measurements made at DNO  42.84. 
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Figure Q-i-.2'..7) 	Secondary flow. streamline patterns 

obtained when of, 	10 and G 200 
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similar to the quasi-steady position and the axial flow 

distributions will be similar. 

An investigation into the nature of the secondary 

flow in the central region of the tube in this o(, range 

was attempted with the experimental system. The results 

are shown in Fig. (4.2.6) where it can be seen that the 

secondary flow appears to remain in phase with the central 

axial velocity. 

If now the S.value is increased to 10, the patterns 

shown in Fig. (4.2.7) are obtained. The stronger main 

vortices are slightly thicker towards the 'inside of the 

curve at all phase positions. The stagnation zone in the 

centre of the tube is prominent and at a phase position 

of 
330, twin vortices rotating in the opposite direction 

to the main vortices appear. Even at phase position 80 0  

where the largest inner vortices appear, it is clear that 

ther only occupy a small area at the centre of the tube. 

Thus the situation portrayed by the boundary layer work 

of Lyne (1970) is only reached very gradually as CK 

increases. 

From this theoretical study it may therefore be 

concluded that the secondary flow is of similar form over 

most of the alpha range, until the boundary layer-type 

region is reached. There is a very gradual development 

of a reverse secondary flow which originates from the 

centre of the tube at 04. 10. The effect of the secondary 

flow on the axial velocity distribution will depend on 
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the phase relationship between the two, and this gives 

rise to a displacement of the vortices towards the 

inside of the curve for longer periods of the cycle 

as alpha increases. 

While the interpretation of the appearance of 

secondary flow in terms of centrifugal instability is 

attractive from some points of view, as described above, 

it also has certain limitations which need to be recog-

nized. Firstly, if the Rayleigh criterion is pushed to 

its logical conclusion, the secondary flow should be 

concentrated in the region of the cross-section where 

the circulation associated with the basic axial flow 

decrease's outwards, i.e. in the half of the cross-section 

towards the outside of the bend; in fact, the secondary 

'flow is distributed fairly evenly over the whole cross-

section. Secondly, in the prototype Taylor instability 

problem (flow between rotating cylinders), the flow is 

unstable only when the circulation decreases outwards 

and the Taylor number exceeds a critical number T c of 

order 1700. In the flows considered in this thesis, the 

Taylor number is invariably less than this critical 

value; and the secondary flow may then be better regarded 

as a flow driven by Reynolds stresses associated with 

the fluctuating axial velocity, rather than as a mani-

festation of instability as normally understood. 



4 • 3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF DEVELOPING OSCILLATORY 

FLOW IN A CURVED PIPE 

The series of measurements presented here are of 

velocity profiles measured in the plane of the bend of 

the U-tube of curvature 1 /7th, described in the experi-

mental section. Profiles were measured at various 

angular distances around the curve to determine when 

fully-developed conditions had been reached. Velocity 

profiles measured in the straight sections of the U-tube 

indicated that fully-developed conditions applied there 

and some of these results are shown in section (4.1). 

The fully-developed state will be defined here as 

the case when two successive profiles are of similar 

shape and the areas under the profiles are within 

of one another i.e. within the experimental error. Also, 

where possible, comparison will be given between the 

theoretically predicted fully-developed state and the one 

measurQd in the experiment. 

The first set of profiles, Fig. (4.3.1) show the 

case when ,4. 	1, phase position 00  corresponding to a 

'j a- 	 I 

Dean number = 14.63 where DNO  Re 	Re is the 

Reynolds number defined as 7id 	where 	is the mean 

velocity along the centre line of the pipe, d. = 2a is .  

the diameter of the tube, \) is the kinematic viscosity 

and R is the radius of curvature of the bend. The 

dashed curve is a cubic spline drawn through the experi- 
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Figure (4.3.2) Series of velocity profiles measured at 
the 00 phase position with d...= 0 , 99. Profiles measured 
at 00 -• 900 station show flow development with DNO 
23,79 0 
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Figure (.3.3) Series of velocity profiles measured at 
the 00  phase position with &= 0.99. Profiles measured 
at 0 0 - 900 station show flow development, and comparisor 
with 1200 
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mental crosses and the solid line is the theoretical 

curve obtained, using the steady flow equations of Dean. 

Comparison between theory and experiment is seen to be 

good. at 60°  and 9Q0  round the curve. 

Other important features of the flow are that at 

1200  and  1500  there is apparently the development of a 

flow reversal at the outer wall. This is probably 

because of the very tightly curved tube used. Lastly 

- the profile measured at 1800  indicates that the flow is 

more symmetric, indicating upstream influence. This is 

difficult to explain since the entrance profile does not 

exhibit any upstream influence of the curvature. 

The next set of profiles shown in Fig. (4.3.2) were 

again measured in the quasi-steady regime, in this case 

with a higher DNO = 23.79. Now there is little change 

between the profile measured at 60°  and 90 and the 

development Of a flow reversal at the wall is clearly 

observable. The effect of further increasing DNO  to 

64.2 is shown in the series of profiles displayed in Fig. 

(4.3.3). These exhibit the main features previously 

found with a flow reversal indicated at 600  round the 

curve. No measurement was possible at the outer wall at 

900  position due to the very high velocity gradient, and 

thus it is not known if a flow reversal occurs here. 

Comparison is drawn in the last result between the profile 

measured at 900  and one measured further round the tube. 

Agreement is seen to be good and thus fully-developed 
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conditions have been achieved at Ln 900 

It is interesting to compare the above measurements 

with the results of Olsen (1971).  The developing flow 

for his steady flow experiment with a parabolic input 

profile and DNO  = 75 is very similar to that found here 

for DNO =; 64.2. The peak in the axial velocity profile 

moves immediately to the outside of the bend after the 

start of the curve, and fully-developed conditions are 

reached v 1350.  Also a more pronounced peak is found 

at 600  which may be due to the maximum of the secondary 

flow occurring here, as explained by Olsen. 

The lower DN0  results of Olsen appear to have 

suffered from some practical experimental problems since 

the profiles exhibit some odd characteristics. It is in 

this very low flow rate region that probe interference 

may become important and thus non-intrusive laser ane- 

mometry will give more reliable results and better spatial 

resolution than the hot-wires used by Olsen. 

The main features of the flow development for a 

parabolic input profile are that the higher axial velocity 

components are directed immediately towards the outside 

of the curve, for low D10  flows fully-developed conditions 

are reached by J\900  round the curve, and flow reversals 

develop at the outside of the curve when the velocity 

gradient there becomes large. 

The next set of measurements presented are those 

measured at 00, 100
, 200, 3001 600 and 90 0  angular 



Fi:ur8 (4.3.4-) Velocity.profiles measured at 
the 0 phase position and at radial positions 

00 900  round the curve,to show flow development 
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• 	Figure (4.3,5) Velocity profiles measured at 
the 300 

 phase position and at radial positions 
•0 :20 ' 	the curve, to show flow .development 
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Figure ( 4 .3. 6 ) Velocity profiles measured at 

the 600  phase position and at radial positions 

00-900  round the curve, to show flow development 

when c&= 4.36. - 
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Figure (43.7) Velocity profiles measured at 
• 	the 90 phase position and at radial positions 

00_900 round the curve, to show flow development 
when c(=4,36. 
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Figure (43,8) Velocity profiles measured at 

the 1200  phase position and at radial positions 
00_900  round the curve, to show flow development 
when c&. 	4.6.. 	
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Figure (4.3,9) Velocity profiles measured at 
the 150°  phase position and at radial positions 
00_900 round the curve, to show flow development 
when c7&- 4.36. 
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iPiguro (4.3.10) Series of velocity profiles measurdz.at. the 10 0  and 400  phase 

positions -  showing the -  flow development between the 300  and 1800  measuring stations 

with o( = 4.36. 
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position round the curve at phase positions 00 ,  3Q0 ,  

600 , 90° , 120°  and 1500  in the pressure cycle when 

oL = 4.36. These are shown in Figs (4.3.4 - 4.3.9). 

Also shown in Fig. (4.3.19) is a series of profiles 

measured at 100  and  400  phase positions and up to 180
0 

 

around the curve. The profiles measured at the 0 °angular 

position for various phase positions have been used to 

construct Fig. (4.3.1 1 ). 

Starting with the series of results shown in Fig. 

(4.3.1I) it is seen that as the amount of vorticity in 

the central area of the pipe diminishes so the upstream 

effect of curvature at the first measuring, station 

increases. This is in agreement with the steady flow 

measurements of Olsen, and Agrawal, Talbot and Gong (1978) 

where a vorticity free flat entrance profile produced the 

same effect. 

The development of this type of profile for steady 

flow appears to proceed as follows. Initially the core 

of the 110w goes towards the inviscid limit of higher 

axial velocity towards the inside of the curve. The flow 

is later modified by the secondary flow generated in the 

wall regions until a fully-developed profile as in the 

quasi-steady flow is reached. Although many workers 

have commented on the upstream influence effect there 

does not seem to be a simple explanation for it. 

If now the development of the flow round the curve 

at the 900 phase position is considered, then effects 

similar to those described for steady flow are observed. 



The axial velocity distribution is initially distorted 

towards the inside of the curve and the effects of 

secondary flow are not seen until trt 600 around the bend. 

At the 900  measuring station the flow profile has a 

similar shape to that found for steady flow with the 

same' DNO.  It is possible that this is not exactly 

fully-developed- flow but as the D is only L/139 itNo 
is not expected to be very different from the fully-

developed state. 

The development at the 0°  and 10°  phase positions 

is now considered. It is clear that there is very little 

change in the profile shape around the curve except for 

the development of reverse flow towards the outside of 

the curve at the 00  phase position. Thus secondary flow 

effects are not appreciable' and the higher velocity 

components remain at the inside of the curve. The 30 0  

ahd 400  phase positions indicate the same development 

series as: the previous two, although a very high velocity 

gradiert is. now found at the outside of the curve at the 

first two measuring stations of the 300 position. 

The first effects of secondary flow are observable 

at the 600  phase position, where the peak in the profile 

is initially displaced towards, the inside of the curve 

and is moved to a central position at 600 round the 

curve. As in the earlier phase position in the cycle, 

a higher velocity gradient is found towards the outside 

of the curve at the first flow measuring stations. 
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At 1200  and 150°  phase positions, the inlet flow is 

almost symmetric and viscosity acts over the full width 

of the tube. The flow development is very similar to 	- 

that in the quasi-steady regime, the secondary flow taking 

effect at j\200  round the curve in the case of the 120 0  

profile, and ij-'100for the i500  one. The required length 

for these profiles to reach their final state is greater 

than that for the 00 - 400  phase position profiles and 

thus the conclusion may be drawn that the entrance length 

is not a function of DNO  only but also of the amount of 

vorticity in the flow. 

Another interesting feature of the 150 °  profile is 

the development of a flow reversal at the inner wall of 

the curve. This appears to be in anticipation of the 

change in sign of the pressure gradient at 180 ° . Thus 

a cycle starting from this phase position may be thought 

of as the slower moving fluid at the inside of the curve 

reacting first to the changing pressure gradient. The 

secondry flow, which gains.in  strength as the central 

flow develops, modifies the axial velocity distribution 

such that the peak is displaced towards the outside of 

the curve and so the cycle repeats. 

The main conclusions which may be drawn from the 

results obtained, are that the general agreement between 

these sets of results and previous steady flow measure-

ments is good. For a profile where the vorticity is 

confined to regions near the wall, the secondary flow 



has little little effect up until 3Q0 - 600 round the curve and 

has no effect when the central axial flow is small. 

The development process takes longer for flows where 

viscosity aflts over the full width of the tube at the 

inlet region. This is in agreement with the steady flow 

results of Olsen. Gerrard and Hughes (1971) came to the 

same conclusion for the inlet length of oscillatory flow 

in a straight pipe. They explained their findings by 

saying that since viscosity acted over a smalLer portion 

of the tube as (. increased, therefore the time for it 

to act would diminish. The effect here will be compli-

cated by the secondary flow which carries vorticity over 

the tube. 

Comparison with the existing theories can only be 

made in general terms since there have only been a few 

steady flow studies of very limited form. Some comparison 

has been tried by Agrawal, Talbot and Gong (1978)  with 

the theoretical work of Yao and Berger (1975),  and is 

found to be reasonable for large DN0.  For a flat entrance 

profile the peak in the axial velocity is found initially 

towards the inside of the curve and has the normal velocity 

distribution in the fully-developed state. This is in 

general agreement with what is found at the 90°  phase 

position in this study. 

From the theoretical work of Smith ( 1976), one would 

expect the shear maximum to occur initially at the inside 

of the curve, regardless of the shape of the profile. 
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This general conclusion of the somewhat limited theory is 

not borne out by the experimental results, and in fact it 

can be seen that the shear maximum appears to occur at 

the outside of the curve almost immediately at many of 

the phase positions. 

Finally, it is clear that essentially fully-

developed conditions are reached by 900  round the curve 

with the possible exception of the peak flow in the cycle. 

However, the DNO  is LA 39 and compaiison with the results 

of Olsen for a similar input profile and DNO = 45, 

indicates that fully-developed conditions are not very 

different from those found here. Thus although exact 

fully-developed conditions may take a very long time to 

prevail, the main features of this state will be present 

at 900  round the curve, which is the main measuring 

station for the remainder of the work presented in this 

thesis. 
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L..1. FULLY-DEVELOPEDOSCILLATORY FLOW IN A CURVED PIPE 

Theoretical and experimental results for fully-

developed oscillatory flow in a curved pipe are presented 

in this section. The theoretical results were found 

using the results of Chapter 2 and the experimental 

results presented for both 1 /50th and 1 /7th curvature 

pipes. The profiles were mainly measured in the plane 

of the bend at 900  round the 1 /7th curve and 1800  round. 

the 1 /50th curve, where it was assumed that essentially 

fully-developed conditions occurred. 

The first set of results shown in Fig. (4.4.1) are 

four velocity contour maps, each constructed from 6 

velocity profiles measured at 300  intervals circum-

ferentially round the tube at the fully-developed stations. 

The first two maps were constructed from measurements 

taken at the same peak DNO  (6.57) but at phase positions 

0°  and 60°  in the cycle at an alpha value of 0.54 in the 

tube of curvature '/5Oth. 

At this small alpha value, the flow may be considered 

quasi-steady and as can be seen from the contour map, at 

600 the flow is disturbed minimally by the curvature and 

is Poiseüle in form. At the maximum of the cycle, the 

effect of curvature is noticable, in that the peak of 

the profile is displaced towards the outside of the 

curve and a flattening occurs at the inner side of the 

0.9 and 0.8 contour lines. 



Figure (4.4.1) Velocity contour maps measured in the quasi-

steady region. Contours are drawn in each map showing,(0.1- 

1

max with o = 0.54  and a/R = 1/50. 
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Figure (4.4.2) Fully-developed velocity profiles measured in 
1/7th curved tube at phase positions 120  — 1620  and of 0.99. 
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The quasi-steady analysis described in section (2.6) 

should be valid in this region, and thus the perturbation 

will be of the form cos-r . Thus the very noticable 

difference between the two phase positions illustrated, 

may be attributable to this time dependency of the pertur-

bation. The measurements for the third contour map were 

made at the phase position 1800  in the cycle. The map 

is found to be very similar in form to that measured at 

the 00  position, indicating that the flow pattern is 

repeatable. 

The effect of an increase in the peak D10  to 7.66 

is seen in the last contour map where now - the 0.9 and 

0.8 contour lines have become more concave at the inner 

wall and flattened towards the outer wall. The work of 

Dean and I'1cConalogue and Srivastava ought to give very 

good agreement at these low DNOS  However, although the 

general agreement is good, in that the peak displacement 

agrees, the detail of contour flattening does not appear 

in NcCqnalogue's results until DNO = 190, an order of 

magnitude greater than the results presented here. 

Another example of the flow structure in the quasi-

steady region is shown in Pig. (4.4.2) where a series of 

profiles is presented for c,&. = 0.99 at phase positions 
120 to  1620  measured at 3Q0 intervals. It is seen that 

the axial velocity peak is directed outwards at most 

phase positions, but at 72 °  to 1320  the profile is almost 

symmetric, indicating small effects of curvature. These 

effects can be explained by examining the straight pipe 
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Figure (4.4.3) Normalised velocity time diagrams for 

straight pipe flow 	 and first order pertür- 

bation due to curvature - - - - - for radial positions 

O.1r and O.9r with cL 0.99. 
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• Figure (4.4 04
) Comparison between experiment aM theory 

In thequasi-steady flow region with DrT0 =12, a/R  =1/5( 

phase position 0 0 . Crosses give experimental points and.  

the theoretical profile was obtained using the results 

of section (T2 08). 	 • • 	• 



Figure (4.4.5) Fully-developed velocity profiles 
measured in 1/7th curved tube at phase positions 

300 and 3300  with = 2 and DNO  240 
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axial velocities and perturbations for the two radial 

positions 0.1 r and 0.9 r, plotted as functions of time. 

These are shown in Fig. (4.4.3). 

The influence of the cos 3  1' term is still strong at 

0.99 and thus the perturbation has only a small 

effect between 700  and 140°  and 250°  and 320 in the 

pressure cycle., The perturbation at both radial positions 

remains in phase: with the applied pressure gradient and 

thus the peak of the velocity distribution is displaced 

outwards at all phase positions. 

A. comparison is given for the quasi-steady region 

between theory and experiment, and this is shown in Fig.. 

(4.4.4). The experimental measurement was made at 0 0  

phase position, of, = 0.99 and D = 12 in the ' /50thNo  

curved tube, and the theoretical result obtained using 

the Hankel transform solution. Since there is only a 

small departure from the PoiseLle distribution, 

comparison is found to be good. 

Now  the case is considered when o't, is doubled to ot.. 

= 2. The profiles shown in Fig. (4.4.5) were measured 

in the 1/7th  curved tube at peak t1No =_24  at phase positions 

300 and 330 0 .. The main observable effect is that the 

higher velocity component is found towards the inside of 

the. curve at phase positions 33Q0• The perturbations 

and axial velocities for the two radial positions are 

shown in Fig. (4.4.6). 

The cos 3  term is still an important term in the 



Figure (4,4.7) Comparison between theory and experiment 

for axial velocity flow profiles measured ix the plane 

of the bend with &= 2.56,Pak D=9.53, a/R = 1/50 and 

phase positions 60° - 1800. 	No 
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perturbation and between phase positions-300 0 - 330°  it 

is seen to be small and acting in the opposite direction 

to the straight pipe flow. This small reverse effect 

may be accentuated by the strong curvature in the experi-

ment, giving the large effects shown. 

The perturbation at position 0.9 r is seen to have 

a greater phase -'lag between it and the straight pipe 

velocity component, than the corresponding quantities in 

the centre of the tube. The perturbations remain in 

phase with each other while a phase difference develops 

across the straight pipe flow. This would mean that as 

the main flow changes direction the perturbation will 

initially have the effect of increasing the velocity at 

the inside of the curve. This is because the flow near 

this wall is perturbed in the opposite sense to that in 

the central region.. 

The effect of a further increase in & is shown in 

Fig. (4.4.7) where the comparison is given between 

experim,ental measurements and theory for the case cv, = 

2.56. The experimental measurements were made in the 

tube of curvature 1/50  and the peak DNO  = 9.53. Therefore 

the experiments are just ouside the expected limits of 

the theory, but as can be seen, the agreement is found 

to be good. 

The results show that between 60 0  and 120° , the 

higher axial velocity components appear towards the outside 

of the curve, whereas at 1500 and 1800, the opposite is 
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• - 	 • Figure (4.4.8) Normalised velocity time ,diagrams for 

straight pipe flow 	 and first order perturbation 

due to curvature - - - -• - for.radial positions O.lr 
and 0.9r  with cA= 2.56 ,  
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Figure (4.4.9) Fully-developed velocity profile 

measured in 1/7th  curved tube at phase position 

100 and 7Q0  with d =- 2.79 and D 33.87. 
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the case. Examination of the perturbations and straight 

pipe axial velocities given in Fig. (4.4.8) show that 

the perturbation acts in the opposite direction to the 

straight pipe flow between 1300  and 2000  at the edge of 

the tube and '.f\ 150°  and 200°  in the centre. 

The effect of the increased phase lag between the 

perturbations aiid the respective straight pipe flows is 

noticable in the profiles measured at 120 0  and 150° . At 

the inner wall of the curve, the velocity is seen to 

reverse at the 1200  position, and the velocity gradient 

is higher atthe 1500  position. It is also evident from 

the perturbation that the effect of the cos 3  term is now 

very much smaller at the wall of the tube. 

Further results measured in this c( region are shown 

in Fig. (44.9) where the following 'parameters apply, 

DNO  33.87, Phase positions 10
0  and 70° , c& = 2.79 and 

ayR = 1/17, These results confirm the previous findings, 

but now the effects become much. larger due to the increased 

DNO .. Therefore, the reversal of the direction of shift 

of the axial velocity peak occurs in the experiments on 

1 /50th and '/7th  curved tubes and in the theory which is 

only valid for very small curvature. 

L further increase in alpha would be expected to 

show the change in the direction of the displacement of 

the axial velocity peak over a greater portion of the 

cycle. When . is increased to 4.36  then the results of 

the experimental measurements made are shown in Fig. 



Figure (4.4.10) Fully-developed velocity profiles 

measured in the 1/7th  curved tube at phase positions 

00. — 150° . Peak DNOS = 33,26 and 42.84 with ol. = 4.36 
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Figure (4.4..11) Series of profiles showing the effect of 

reducing DNO. Profiles measured at phase position 90 °  

with o( = 11.36 and DNOs = 5•79 - 38.21. 	 - 
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(4.4.10) for two different peak DNOs.  It can be seen 

that the higher axial velocity components are found at 

the inside of the curve up to u-N 600  phase position, 

thereafter being moved to the outside of the curve by 

secondary flow action. 

Comparison of the two sets of profiles indicate 

-that the shapes of the profiles measured at the same 

phase positions for different peak DNOs  are similar in 

form. Thus the direction of the shift of the axial 

velocity peak would appear from these results to be 

independent of DN0  and depend only on o( • In order to 

investigate this point further, a set phase position was 

chosen and profiles measured. for different DNOS.  The 

results are shown in Fig. (4.4.11) for the phase position 

900 , S= 4.36. 

The results show that as the D is decreased, theNo 
axial velocity peak moves from the outside of the curve 

towards the inside. Thus it can be said that the direction 

of shirt of the axial velocity peak is not independent of 

DNO, at least for this phase position. A further 

interesting feature of the profiles measured, is the 

occurrence of a flow reversal at the outside of the curve, 

which appears to be independent of DNO. 

If now profiles are measured at the same alpha value 

but at a very small DNO , then the exact nature of the 

decreased DNO  effect may be found. The results are shown 

in Fig. (4.4,12) and show that the only apparent effect 
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with a&= 4.36, peak D10  =_ 9.98 and a/R = 1/7. Theoretical 

profile derived using equation (2.4.11). 
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Figure (4.4.13) Normalised velocity time dia-rartis for 

straight pipe flow 	 and first order perturbation 

due to curvature 	 for radial positions O.lr 
and O.9r  with cJ, = 4.36. 
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of the reduced DNO  is to change the phase position at 

which the flow is unaffected by the curvature. A 

comparison is made in this series of results between 

theory and experiment and the agreement is seen to be 

reasonable. 

The perturbation and relevant time dependent axial 

flow graphs are given in Fig. (4.4.13). The perturbation 

at the wall is now acting almost as - cos-1' while that 

in the centre is more complicated in form, and there is 

now also a slight phase lag between the peaks of the 

perturbations. The effect at the wall would be to 

produce a flow reversal at the inside of the curve at 

1500 phase position and this is what is found in the 

experimental results. 

The perturbation in the centre of the tube acts 

in the opposite direction until vN 120° , and thus the 

theory would be inadequate to explain the experimentally 

found DITO  dependence. However, the main reason for the 

changing shift of the axial.velocity peak appears to be 

an o(, dependent phase lag which develops between the 

perturbation and the straight pipe flow. 

The next set of measurements taken were all measured. 

at a fixed phase position on the piston, but at different 

frequencies. Owing to the wide range of frequencies 

covered, it was not possible to maintain the same peak 

D throughout the experiment, but by keeping theNo 

small it is hoped the effect of varying DNO  was negligible. 
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The  results are shown in Fig. (4.4.14). A fixed phase 

position of the piston is equivalent to a fixed phase 

position on the mean velocity cycle, since the piston 

velocity is equivalent to the mean velocity. It would 

be a large task to examine each profile in detail, so 

only general observations will be made. A striking 

feature of the rofiles is the similarity in form between 

S... == 4.45 and S.. = 3.36. This indicates the consistency 

of the experiments in addition to showing some features 

of the flow found in other experiments. The axial velocity 

peak is found towards the inside of the curve down to ol, 

%.n 2, which is in agreement with the theory for this phase 

position. The form of the profile changes dramatically 

at a'... vN 2.7, which coincides with the point where the 

cos term becomes important, (see Uchida (1956) ), 
for 

the straight pipe flow. 

The last measurement to be presented in this section 

was made in the 1 /50th curved tube at an & value of 3.82 

at phase positions 3fr5O05O0.  These were particularly 

difficult profiles to measure because of the large 

frequency required to obtain this c'(  value. However, 

the result shown in Fig. (1.4.15)  indicates qualitatively 

the same picture that was found in the 1 /7th curve. 

Comparison is also given with theory and although the 

experimental measurements are outside the expected range 

of validity of the theory, agreement is seen to be 

reasonable. Thus the reversal of the shift of the axial 
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velocity peak is found in the theory and in both experi-

mental systems, and cannot be attributed to "finite 

curvature effect" alone, as was maintained by Bertelsen 

( 1 975). 

The upper limit of the experimental system measure-

ments was oc L\ 4.5 and. now using the Hankel transform 

results, the axial velocity effects can be predicted up 

to ,& = 10. The perturbations and straight pipe flow 

diagrams are shown for the cases . = 7 and .10 in Fig. 

(4.4.16). There is very little difference between those 

shown for the 0.9 r position. Apart from the 90 0  - 150°  

and 270°  - 3300  phase positions, the action of the 

perturbation at the wall is to oppose the straight pipe 

flow. 

In the centre of the tube at d-. = 7, the perturbation 

is almost in anti-phase with the straight pipe flow and 

nearly returns to be in phase at oL = 10. Thus when p 

7 , apart from some flow reversals at the inside of the 

curve at 1500  - 1800  and 3300  - 3600 , the profile will 

be ...-skewed towards the inside of the curve at all phase 

positions. At . 10 the perturbation in the central 

area is i' 400 phase behind the main flow and thus there 

now seems to be a total change in the flow form. The 

velocity distribution in the central area will have its 

maximum value towards the outside of the curve at most 

phase positions. The flow along the walls will behave in 

a similar way to that at &. = 7, and continue to be 
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tilted inwards for 2/3 of the cycle. Thus it would appear 

that as the effect of viseósity lessens over greater areas 

of the tube, the phase lag between the perturbation and 

the main flow in the central area increases from ir 1000 

at c,L = 5 to 360 at S.... j\ 10. The flow in the regions 

around the walls of the tube is little changed over this 

alpha region. -- 

The perturbation at the wall is an order of magnitude 

larger than that in the centre of the tube and will there-

fore have a greater effect. Thus it follows that the flow 

profile will be distorted as if the complete flow was 

inviscid, with the peak towards the inside of the curve 

at all phase positions. A completely opposite situation 

to that found for fully-developed steady flow will exist. 
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4;-...5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this concluding section an over-all view of the 

flow structure of oscillatory flow in a curved tube will 

be presented. The theoretical and experimental results 

will be used to explain the events occurring in the 

transition stage between the quasi-steady and boundary-

layer type flows of low and high c,& values. 

The secondary flow generated by the centrifugal 

instability acts outwards across the central area of the 

tube, and returns around the walls in the quasi-steady 

situation exactly as in the steady flow case. As c1_ 

increases so the characteristic oscillation time for 

the flow becomes comparable with the time for vorticity 

to diffuse from the wall across the tube. Thus in the 

central area of a straight pipe there develops a small 

region of essentially uniform flow which is present 

initially over a small portion of the cycle. 

When is v 5 the uniform central flow persists 

over 2 x j parts of the cycle and a further increase in 

to 10 shows that visôosity effects are now confined 

to the wall region and a truly boundary-layer type flow 

exists for a complete cycle. This uniform flow in the 

centre of the tube would be a stable flow situation 

according to the simplified analysis presented earlier. 

Thus the secondary motion in oscillatory flow will be 

controlled by the development of this region of stability 

within a cycle for any fixed c( value. 



Figure (4.5,1) Straight pipe profiles calculated using 

equation (2.2.4) for the case o& 3,500. 
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Now the cases 	= 3, 5, and 10 are considered and 

the straight pipe profiles derived using equation (2.2.4) 

are shown in Fig. (4.5.1). From the relevant secondary 

flow plots given in section (4.3), it can be seen that 

the minimum in the secondary flow in the central plane 

of the tube corresponds to those phase positions when the 

uniform region -is of the same order of magnitude as the 

flow near the wall and spread over 	0.5 of the diameter 

of the tube. Therefore the secondary flow is governed by 

the relative strength of the central stable region and 

the unstable region near the wall. 

This simplified picture may be modified by the 

encroachment of the vorticity carrying secondary flow into 

the central region as the strength of this flow increases. 

Thus; for a large DNO  flow there may be some modifications 

to the phase positions at which secondary flow effects 

in the central area of the tube become important. The 

stable region may be swamped at these larger DNOS  and 

this could be a possible explanation for the large DN0 

effect found in the experiments. 

The peak in the secondary flow in the central area 

does not always correspond to the maximum axial flow in 

the central region, but there is a phase lag between the 

two which increases as o( increases. The centrifugal 

instability has first to overcome the stable situation 

and the time for it to do this increases as the stable 

region gains strength with increasing o4 • Thus the 

phase lag between peaks increases with increasing o& 
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When s. = 10 and the boundary-layer type flow is 

approached, the stable area will persist throughout a 

cycle and the normal secondary flow effects will be 

confined to regions closer to the wall as the stable 

region grows in strength within a cycle. Once the stable 

region has reached a certain size it itself becomes un-

stable. This may be as a result of the boundary-layer 

generated secondary flow "dragging the core around" as 

postulated by Lyne (1970). 

The axial velocity distribution will be radically 

different in fully-developed oscillatory flow from the 

steady flow picture except in the quasi-steady regime. 

If the secondaryflow in the.-central area of the tube is 

small compared with the axial velocity, then the fluid 

will behave as if it were ideal and inviscid and adopt 

the "shortest path" around the curve. Thus as 	c,& 

increases, the time for which the secondary flow in the 

central area of the tube is effective decreases, and the 

axial velocity distribution adopts the inviscid position 

over more of the cycle. 

The conclusion of this thesis is that oscillatory 

flow in a curved tube is very different in form from 

that of steady flow outside the quasi-steady regime. 

There is a complicated interplay between viscous and 

inertial effects which results in a total reversal of 

the direction of the secondary flow at large values of 

the frequency parameter c,& . The transition region 
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between quasi-steady and boundary-layer type flows is 

explained in terms of a gradual development of a stable 

region in the centre of the tube. This slowly becomes 

unstable, in the opposite sense to the region along the 

walls, when its area grows as t, increases. The 

resultant modified axial velocity distribution is very 

different from - the quasi-steady case. 

Experimental measurements using a single-lens laser 

Doppler anemometer system, in conjunction with the sampled 

photon-correlation method of signal processing, have been 

shown to give reliable velocity information in the low to 

moderate c,c range. General agreement between theory and 

experiment is found to be reasonable and thus a great 

deal of insight into the problem has been gained. 

The theoretical work given in this thesis is restricted 

to small values of the amplitude parameter G. which is 

taken as the expansion parameter. The present numerical 

transformation scheme used to solve the linearised 

Wavier-Stokes equations is cumbersome, and thus a more 

efficient scheme may allow additional terms in the 

expansion, extending the upper limit on G. However, 

from the experimental results, it can be seen that the 

most influential parameter on the flow distribution is 

and that the significant effects are found in the first 

order term. Therefore because of the complex nature of 

the linearised equations a numerical solution could be 

used to obtain more detailed information with a comparable 

amount of computational effort. 
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The experimental system developed in this study 

could be used in work on more complicated geometries. 

However many more axial velocity measurements in the 

high c,&, region and secondary flow measurements over all 

the ol, range ought to be made in fully-developed flow 

in the curved tube. Such detailed measurements would 

show to what extent the limited theory presented here 

is correct. 
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APPENDIX A 

CALCULATION OF SECOND ORDER EFFECTS OF CURVATURE 

ON SECONDARY STREAM LINE DISTRIBUTION 

The R.-H.S. of equation 2.20.1. is given by::- 

R.H.S.. = wcos 0 	w sin 0 	w cos 0 ~wo. 
r 

- - - (Al) 

	

r0r 	rO,,1V  

Each term will now be evaluated in turn from the 

relevant result in the main thesis. 

W0  LW COs 0 = sin 2 0 (B dD 	 (1-A) 

	

8 	dr 	 dr 

+ cos 2%f(B dD1R  + B dD3R + (1-A) dD  

- (1-A) dD3I  + sin 21((1_A) 1R - B dD  1I 
dr 

)  

	

- BdD31  - (1....A) dD 	
+ cos  4-r(B 

dD3R 
dr 	 d.r I dr 

+ (1-A) _D 31  + sin 4f((1_k) dD3R - B dD 
 3,) dr 

) 	
dr 	dr - 

- - - - - - cA2) 
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The functions dD IR etc. can be evaluated from 
dr 

the relevant inversion formulae;- 

sin 0 	sin 2 0 çB DIR - (I-A) D11  
r 	 8r 

+ cos 2 'i'( B D 1 + B D 3 + (1-A) D11  - (i-A) D31 ) 

+ sin 2'i" ( D 1 (1-A) - B D11  - B D31  - (I-A) D3R) 

• cos Lj. '-( ( B D 3 + (1 -A)D31 ) 

• sin k( D 3 (I-A) - B D31)3 - - - (A3) 

WI  COB 0 	= sin 2 0 (DIR dB D11  + dA 
8 	C dr dr 

+ cos 2D dB + D dB - D d.A D 3 1  LII - + 

• sin 2T(D3R  dA - D11  dB - D31  dB 
- D 1  dA  

• dB - D31  dA 
dr) dr 

- sin 4f D3i  dB D3R 
) 

(M) 
dr 

- 

dr 

I it v2   sin 2 .r2 C 	o + C 	2R 
I ~ Ø r 	 .16 L ° dr 	2Rdr 
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+ C21  2I + cos 2t  CG C 	2R 
° 	

+2C2Ro 
dr 	 dr 	 dr / 

') 

	

-sin  2(2C 	2I + 2 C21  —o + cos 41 
° d.r 	 drJ 

	

(c2R  LM2R - C 	2I) 	 2I  dM 
r  Rd dr  21dr 
	dM 

+ 2R -  - - - ( a5) 
dr 	J,) 

The functioxsM 0 , N2R and N21  are found from the 

inversion formulae for C O3  C 2 and C21  respectively in 

the following way:- 

	

(d2 	1.d 
N =1 

	

° \dr 	rdr 
- 2) Co  =  

- (AG) 

Finally:- 

1 Q1 	2 P = - sin 2 0 (2 N 	o + N2R 22R 
r r 	Ø 	 16r 	0 d 	dr 

+ N21  dC21 + cos 2r(2 M 2 
dC 0 + 2 N 	2R — 

- 

d.r 	 dx' 	Oãx') 

- sin 2f 2 N 21 2O + 2N 	2I 
dr 	0dr ) 

+ 	 22R - N21 	2I 
dr 	 dx' ) 
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- sin 4'1' (N 2R 1021 + N21 	2I)3 - - - ( J7) 

From the form of the terms which arise a solution 

is sought such that:- 

2 =H20 (r)+ H22  e'2 + H2  eJ 	. si 2 0-- --(A8) 

The boundary conditions relevant to these equations are:- 

H 2i = !!2i = 0 at r =- I 
dr 

and thus the solution procedure is the same as in 

section (2.3.) 

The following equation results for the steady 

component: -  

\4)20 = sin 2 0 1[(1_A) dD, - DII((1_A) + )I1 
+ T2R 	2R - 2R 	2R1 +[221 2I - 2I 
L2r dr 	2r dr J 2r dr 	2r dr J 

_r B  1R - DIR("B - 	
J-Pr 	

- 20  dM 
L dr 	r dr 	dr r dr J 

- - - - (A9) 

The transform of this equation is given by:- 
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'4- 

H20  ( 3 .) =1 11 +12 + 113 - 114 - 115 + 3i 
q2o
dr 

I 

(°j j ) 	- - - - ( MO) 

r=l 

where in this case the second order Hankel trans-

form is used and the relevant inversion formula is now:- 

CIO 

	

P (r) = 27F (') 2 ('r) 	- - - (All) 

[2 	
J. )J2 

j =1 

where 	is the ith  eigenvalue of the equation:- 

z1.2  ()' 
	

- - - - (Al2) 

The integrals are:- 

dD r - DII (d.A r + (1_A))JJ2(j'r)drli  

112 
 5  ( 

02R 2R - N2R 22R J 2 ( 
2
'r) dr 

o. dr drJ  

(1 ,- 
113 =) (C21 2I - N21 2I) 2 () ' r) dr 

114 = 5. (B dDIR  r - D 1 (B_ dB r)) 12('r) dr 

115 

 5 (

' 	- Co d110) J2  (r) dr 

0 	dr 	dr 	) 
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Ji 	)3 	
- - (k13) 

d.r2  
r=1 

\ °{Iii + 

7~1 `
3  

As in in other cases the second derivative in (Alo) 

must be calculated before the inversion formula can 

be used. This is done in the same manner as in section 

(2.3). This results in:;- 

The equation for the second harmonic is given by: -- 

V2? = sin 2 0 
( 	

2 t(B  1R 
tr 	 8 	L 	dr 

Di 
 ( - 

 	 + (B dD3R - D 3 
( - 

 dB  

+ ([1_AJ 	- Di([1 _A]_ dA)J.  ([i_7 dD3  

- D31([1_A] 

+ )) ( 	

dN 2R + 2R 	.1!2R 

—o 2R)  l + sin 2[(D3I ( - 

dB - B 
r dr J dr) 	dr I 

(E 1A] 3R - D3/ [] + 	d([I-A] 1R 
dr 	 r 	dr\\ 	dr 

- B.dD11 
- 1R E1-Aj + B D11 - D11  dB 

- D 1 
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+ o 	I + 221 	o - 2I o - o 2I)JJ - - - ( A1) 

Using a similar technique as in section (2.3) 

the R.H.S. may be divided into real and imaginary 

parts and the resulting transformed equations arise:-. 

22R =  [( I14 + I +Ill17 - 118)3  16 

+ 2 9<1 

2 

 ( 10 119 - 121) - 3 	L22R 	1 
dr 	I 

r=1 

2c2 
4221 
dr 

JI   J , j 
r=1 

( ko- +) ------(A15) 

2  H221 L 	( 120 - 119 - 121) - 2(I1 + 116 + Ill 

- II? - 118) + 2o231d 21j, 22R I J1 ( JY 
=1 

d2H 

	

- I 22I 	l 

) 	
dr 	

r=1 

	

2 	4 

	

- 	( 40- + ?% 	) - - - - - - (A16) 
)0 



where:- 

	

116 
(1 

BdD 	D (B - r dB  

	

) . dr 	

) 2 ((ar) 

	

'17 	
([1_A] dD31r 	[1_Al +r 

dr 

I 

	

118 	Co 2R + C2R o - 112R 	- 	dC 
dr 	d.r 	dr 	'drJ 

2 (( ar) dr 
I 

	

19 	D3R(B 	r) 	BdD31  r) J2( r)dr 

	

dr 	dr / 

	

20 	 (El-A3 LD  3R r  _D3R([' - '-lt 	r))J2(t'jr dr 

	

121 	 1R r - B dDIIrDIR(  [1_AJ + dA r )  

+: D11  (B - dB r) + C o  d M21 + C21 Lo 
dr 	dr 	dr 

- N21 dq o  N0dC  21 	2 ( 'j r ) dr 

The second derivatives are calculated using the formulae:- 

22R = 2 ,1-  2  37S 8 - 5  

dr2 	 + 	3 
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-22I = [2 
2  s7 2

42R - s8 
dr 

where: -  

65  
2 

(Ilk + 116 + Ill - 
	

+ 2o 2(I2o_I19_I) 

(4o. - 	
+j ) 

CIO 

S 6  

00 

S7.  I 

4o& £1_  

2 
= '(I20_I19_I21) _2 2(I14+I16+I11 _I17_I18 ) 

- 	

(4 	) J, 

j=1 

	) 

A. similar procedure is followed for the fourth 

harmonic starting from the full equation:- 
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C>11 	2 q)24 - 	

= sin  0 
ICOS 3R 8 	f dr 

- B DR + D 3 dB) ~([1_AJ  dD31  [1_A] D31  D31 

 dr 	 r 	dr) 

2R - 2R 2R) +
(2r

g21 2I - 2I 2I 
2r dr 	2r dr I 	dr 	2r dr J 

+ sin 4 [([1 _A] dD3R 
- 

23R [1_A] 
- D 3  dA 

1[B D31  - D31  dB - 
B 3I) + (22R 2I + 2I 2R 

dr 	dr 	2r dr 	2r dr 

- 2R 1221 
- 	 - -- -- - -(A17) 

2r dx' 	2r dx' 
/Jj 

The following formulae result for the transformation 

functions: -  

H2kR (1'.) 
=[ 

(i 	171213j +4o&2(_122_12O_119) 

3  

í 	
—21R 

) 

rl()_ 	4 _,  2 
dr  

r=1 

._24I 

1)11 

J1(i) 

( 16c& +' ) 
J. 
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H241( 	1-1 22-1  20 -1  19 	42(I+II+I) 2 

	

-24R 	 d2H2LI 
dr 

•r=1 

2  

(16 
i.  

o. + 
14

) 

and the second derivatives are calculated from:- 

24R = 4 ,/-  2  s11  s12-s9  S10  
- 

dr 	 2 + 16c, 4S
11

2  

_-2kI = E 4-4
2  s11 	- s12 J 

dr dr 

S10  

where: - 

00 	 2 
S9 = 	(I16+I17_I12+I13) 	+42(_I22_I20_I19) 

2 

S10 = Vbç 
16o4+jJ. 
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COO 

611= 

7 2 
612 = 	j._(_122_120_119) - 4

2(I +III) 
17 	3 

and: - 

rh 
122 = ( ( c 2R L2R + 021 2R - N2R dC2R 

dr 	 dr, 	 dr 
10 

- 1121 22R' j2  (c'j r) dr 

dr / 2 

All the summations were taken over twenty terms to 

try to ensure convergence of the integrals. A ;discussion 

of this point will be given in Appendix B. 



APPENDIX 'B 

CONVERGENCE of INTEGRALS USED in HJtNKEL TRANSFORMS 

All the integrals in this study were evaluated 

using the Gaussian quadrature scheme of Stroud (1966).. 

The integrals are evaluated using five and six point 

approximations and the difference between these approxi-

mations compared with a pre-set accuracy requirement. 

If the required accuracy is not found then the interval 

is halved.and the five and six point formulae applied 

to each sub-interval. The accuracy test is then applied 

to the sum of the contributions. The process continues 

until the required accuracy is reached, this sometimes 

requiring 2 '  sub-divisions when O('-"lO for some of the 

integrals. 

Therefore each integral could be evaluated to a 

pre-determined accuracy for a fixed number of terms in 

a summation involved in that integral. The effect of 

the inclusion of more terms in the summation is shown 

in Fig. (BI) for the integral I. This integral was 

chosen as it had the greatest influence on the secondary 

flow, particularly for the larger alpha values, and was 

the one which caused the most convergence problems. 

It can be seen from Fig. (BI) that as o( increases 

then more and more terms must be included in the 

summation, which meant that computation times increased 

by a factor of 4 between the case O( = 1 and o( = 10. 



1OC No OF TERMS 

Figure (BI) Graph i1lutrating the converenco of the interal I for 

various oc..values. The plot shows the % difference between the final value 
and the actual value of the number of terms used in the' summation series.? 



M. 

The computational time involved in obtaining a solution 

to the secondary flow equations for O& = 10, was '-' 	2 

hours on an IBM 360 machine. Thus for O(  values greater 

than this, approximate methods of solution are more 

appropriate. 

Finally, an improved method of transforming the 

equations may be possible, using the "Quasi fast Hankel 

Transform" suggested by Siegman (1977). He has used an 

approach very similar to the F.F.T. technique and 

considerably shortened computer times for some appli-

cations of the finite Hankel transform. 
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APPENDIX C 

CALCULATION of OPTICAL PARAMETERS 

Kogelnik (1966) has shown that the beam waist 

radius of a laser. beam passing through a thin lens is 

modified by thelens, as shown schematically in Fig. CI. 

The beam radius 	at distance Zo  from lens of 

focal length f0 is transformed by the lens to a beam of 

waist ra.ius 	at distance Z1  from the lens. The 

relationships between radii and distances are given by- 

ZI 	(z0 
- ) c2/L(z2 + ( 0/x 

)23 - _(CI) 

I 	- (1 - z 
0 
/)2 0 + ( 	0/ ) 2 /f2  - - 	(c2) 

WI  

The laser used was operating in the TEN 00  mode and 

was of He-Ne type having a wavelength ) of 632.8  x 

IO 	m. 

The beam diameter at the front of the laser defined 

at the 1/e 2  points of the intensity distribution is 1.1 

(Spectra. Physics Handbook). 

Gaussian waist diameter after L 1  (25 cm f..1.) 

= 1.81812 x 10-4  M 

Position of Gaussian waist = 25.49 cm after lens.. 
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Figure1 Transformation of a gaussian beam of light by a thin lens.. •  

Figure C1G:uissiaii beam passing through a telcscopo. 

- 	
J?jgurcC3 lntcrfcrcncc pattern for two intersecting gaussian beams. 
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Lenses L2  and L3  form a telescope arrangement and 

using the work of Kogelnik, the beam transformation is 

shown in Fig. C2. 

The telescope in this case was formed using a 13cm 

lens followed by a 30 ems lens. For a perfectly aligned 

telescope, the relationship between the input and output 

beam waists is-- given by:'- 

W2W1 	 - -. 	03) 
£1 

The spacing between the lenses was checked by direct 

measurement and also by checking that the two laser beams 

transmitted were parallel over a length of approximately 

30 metres. Since the spacing of the input beams is 

known, the expected output spacing is given by the ratio 

of the focal lengths of the two lenses and this can be 

used as a further check on the accuracy of the telescope. 

Therefore: -  

Gaussian beam waist diameter after telescope 

= 4.1956615 x 10-4  m 

The position of the beam waist can be calculated 

using Kogelnik's' formula:- 

2 
= f2  - 2 ( i - fi 	- - -. - (CL-) 

1
1 2 
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where s.and s2  are the distances indicated in Fig.C2. 

Thus  2 32.609 ems after L3 . 

Finally, the beam parameters after the aspheric 

lens may be calculated using formulae (Cl) and (02) 

to give::- 

Final beam radius = 3.5570190 x 10 m 

Positioned at 3.76111 cm behind the lens. 

This result shows that the point of intersection 

of the two beams does not coincide with their Gaussian 

waists. Since the wavefronts are planar at the Gaussian 

waists then, as has been shown by Hanson (1973),  some 

distortion of the fringes will occur as illustrated in 

Fig.C3. This will give undesirable broadening effects 

on the Doppler signal. 

The radius of curvature of the wavefront of the 

beam can be calculated using the Kogelnik formula:- 

2 
R (z) 	z i 

+ 	 z)3 - - - ( 05) 

where Z is now the distance between the Gaussian waist 

and the point of intersection of the beams. Thus as 

Z—?0 (i.e. perfect alignment) then R()-3 oO and a 

truly planar wavefront exists. 

Hanson has shown that the resultant broadening is 

given by:- 
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- — Cos 9 'R(Z) - - - -. (06) 
IdZ 

where f is the Doppler frequency and 2 0 is the angle 

between the beams, which are propagating in the Z 

direction. 

The percentage broadening over the fringe volume 

length is given by::- 

% Broadening = (- cos 0/H (Z 0
) ) 

a x 100% - -( 07) 

where d, the fringe volume length, can be calculated 

using the formula given by Durrani and Greated (1977) 

of:- 

- (08) 

cos 0 

where r S is the final beam radius defined at the 1/e2  

points of the intensity distribution. 

This gives d. = 1 112.3,,a m 

and the resultant broadening '-" 0.325 which may be 

considered negligible. 
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APPENDIX D 

CORRELATION FUNCTION in a VELOCITY GRADIENT 

For a Gaussian beam system the fringe volume is 

an ellipsoid. The case is considered where the optical 

axis is perpendicular to the tube wall and the fringes 

are aligned in the plane perpendicular to the tube axis. 

The distances across the fringe volume, between the e 2  

points on the intensity distribution are 2r and 2'a—  in 

the direction of the tube axis and the optical axis 

respectively. These dimensions are related to the radii 

of the beams at the intersection point by the 

expressions, r =-r 
S 
/cos Q and cT= r5/sin Q where 29 

is the angle between the beams. In order to evaluate 

the shape of the count correlation function, it is 

first noted that, apart from the origin value, it has 

the same shape as the auto-correlation (R 1  ('-r) ) of 

the scattered light intensity (Durrani and Greated ( 1 977)). 

For a Gaussian beam system the intensity variation 

produced by a single particle moving through the fringe 

pattern at constant velocity U is:- 

I (t) = 10  exp T_2 (t-t0 ) 2  U 	Ut - - (Dl) 

L 	r2 J 

Here 10  is the peak scattered intensity, t o  is the 

time of arrival of the particle at the centre of the 
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measuring volume and a. is the fringe spacing. The 

resulting intensity auto-correlation function is 

Daudpota (1976) :- 

__  
F- 2 . 1 r 	e xp 	2 2 - R1 (1')= ")E11011 	

r2_J L J 2u 

r 1+ 	m2  cos. ( 
21TU'\1 	

2 
EI 

S 	 Lou 

T1 r2 	- - - - (D2) 

2U2  

/ 	Here 101  is: the peak intensity for the 
1th  particle, 

= E.Ln/T and \)2 = E L n (n_1)/TJ , where n particles 
have passed the centre of the measuring region in a total 

time T, m is the fringe visibility and E. the expectation 

operator. The measuring volume is assumed so small that 

the velocity gradient perpendicular to the wall can be 

regarded as linear i.e. ::- 

U0  + C y 	- - - - (D3) 

where U0  is the velocity at the centre of the volume 

and C is the velocity gradient. There are assumed to be 

no appreciable velocity gradients in the axial and 

tangential directions. 

For this experimental arrangement exp[_u2r/r2 

1 in equation D2 since there are a large number of 
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fringes within the measuring volume (147 between the e 2  

intensity points). Also\)and )'2 
 are proportional to 

U and U2  respectively, for a continuous stream of 

particles. The probability distribution of I 0 is 

Gaussian with standard deviation cr/\T, hence the 
2 

probability distribution of I is Gaussian with stan-

dard deviationo/2. Thus disregarding the pedestal value 

the obserred auto-correlation function is- 

6' 

E[R 	 const x e - cos (tJ+ Cy)DYdy r)j = 	J 
2 

- - - - (D4) 

where D =- 21I/s 

Infinite limits are justified by the fact that 

the Gaussian function dies rapidly to zero and there-

Lore the contribution to the integral from regions 

outside of the flow boundaries are negligible, provided 

that the e 2  points on the intensity distribution do 

not extend beyond the wall. 

Carrying out the integration using standard 

integrals (Grobner W. and Hofreiter N.1949)_ 

E[R (T)1 const x exp ( T 2C2  D2 'r 2/16) cos UD' 
- -. -. - - (115) 

and Fourier transforming equation (D5) gives, the 
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power spectrum for the intensity as- 

0 (w) = const x e 
	- w)1 - 	- ( D6) 
D2 J 

i.e. the spectrum is a Gaussian with standard 

deviation CD cr12. 

It is seen from equations (D5)  and (D6) that 

- 	increasing the velocity gradient has the effect of 

damping the correlation function more rapidly or 

alternatively broadening the width of the spectrum, 

although the position of the peak of the spectrum is 

unaltered. Since D and care known constants for a 

particular optical configuration, measurement of the 

spectrum width gives a direct measure of the velocity 

gradient. 

LI 
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APPENDIX E 

RANGE OF VALIDITY OF THE PERTURBATION SCHEME 

The theory presented in this thesis ought to be valid 

for all values of the frequency parameter a& but in 

practice begins to break down ford.. 	11 due to con- 

vergence difficulties in the integrals involved in the 

transformation procedure. The limits of the range of 

validity of the amplitude parameter G are more difficult 

to quantify and the following guidelines were used in the 

analysis. 

In the low frequency limit, the flow can be considered 

as quasi-steady and the first order equations in the small 

alpha expansions become equivalent to those of Dean (1928) 

together with appropriate time dependency. Dean invest-

igated the stability of his scheme by considering terms up 

to o( Kj , where K G was his expansion parameter, in 

16 

the axial velocity series, which affected the volume flow 

rate. By doing this he found that for K z  576, the flow 

rate was reduced by the curvature and an upper limit on 

K was established. 

The scheme used in this thesis only considers the 

OK) term and in fact Dean showed that the effect of 

curvature on flow rate was independent of this term. 

Further terms would therefore have to be taken to reach 

the limit of Dean's expansion but due to the complexity 
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Figure. (El) Variation of limiting value of G with o(. 

Of 
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of the equations this was considered too great a. task 

using the present transformation technique. However, 

as can be seen from the results presented in Chapter LI., 

despite. this severe limitation, a reasonable agreement 

is found between the general flow features of the theory 

and experiment. 

The expansion scheme used in this study of the 

vorticity equation goes further than the work of Dean and 

considers the effect of the redistribution of velocity on 

the secondary flow pattern. It is interesting to compare 

the value of P max' the maximum value of the secondary 

flow stream.function, with that obtained in the steady 

flow analysis of licConalogue and Srivastava (1968) and 

also the numerical work of Collins and Dennis (1976). 

The results taken here are from the Hankel transform 

solution at c4 = 1. phase 0 0• 

G 	4) max 	G 	4max 

IcConalogue & Srivastava 9216 0.95 	14607.14 1.36 

Collins & Dennis 	 9216 0.99 

Present 
	

9216 0.968 	14607. 14  1.21 

The results indicate that in the quasi-steady limit, 

this expansion is probably valid up to the Dean limit. 

As the curvature is considered small the flow will 

not be expected to differ very much from straight pipe 

flow and thus the relationship between W , the instant- 
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aneous mean velocity, and the pressure gradient amplitude 

can be derived from the results of Uchida (1956), 

- 11 
W  

it 
0 

/ 

211W r dr 

	

= K fl2D cos1 + (1-2C) sinj - 	- (El) 
CAL I 

I 

where C 	ber o'-  bei 0L - bei 	ber c 

ber2 0& + bei2  o&. 

D =- ber 	ber + bel 	bei c4 

ber2 0& + bei2  o 

/ 
	

/ 

and ber,&= d ( berD&) 
	

beic& = d (beic,& ) 
dc.& 

Thus a relationship may be established fo r the limiting 

value of G over the S.. range of interest, using the quasi-

steady limit as the starting point. This relationship 

is displayed graphically in Fig. (El) and shows that as & 

increases so G decreases, becoming almost constant for 

large ck values. 

From the graph the expected limiting value of G when 

	

= 10 is 176. Putting G in the form 2 	R, this 

gives a value for R8  = 0.88, which is well within the 

limits imposed in the boundary layer theory of Lyne. 
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Abstract A photon correlation system is described which 

has successfully been employed to measure pulsating air 

flows in glass tubes down to 5 mm in diameter. A sampled 

version of the signal from a laser Doppler optical 

arrangement has been used to construct velocity profiles at 

different phase positions in fully reversing flows, and these 

agree well with theoretical predictions. Peak Reynolds 

numbers were of the order of 100 and the frequency range 

was 0-25-4-88 II;, corresponding to flow parameters in the 

physiological range. 

I Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to describe a system which 

has been dcvclopcd to generate and measure air flow velocities-

in very small tubes where the mean flow rate is pulsating 

positive and negative in a sinusoidal fashion. The system 

has been constructed to enable the authors to make detailed 

studies of air flow in models of the human bronchial system. 

The flow generator is in the form of two pistons which 

pump the air back and forth through a completely enclosed 

series of tubes. Velocities are measured with a laser Doppler 

anemometer employing a gated detector output and a photon 

correlation signal analyser. Laser anemometers employing 

photon correlation signal analysis are widely used for air 

flow measurement (Durruni and Created 1977) but most 

applications have so far been to steady flow situations, since 

the correlation function gives time-averaged flow statistics. 

However, by gating the photodetecled output so that the 

signal is only analysed at some predetermined phase position 

in each cycle, it is possible to measure time-dependent mean 

velocities and also the magnitudes of any velocity variations. 

The flow velocities arc measured by recording the frequency 

of the coon I correlation function generated by the photon 

corrclator. Accurate estitnaics of this frequency are obtained 

by Fourier-transforming the correlation function and then 

noting the frequency of the spcct tutu peak. 

In this apt heat ion we are Prim a rily concerned with measur -

ing axial velocities in small I ul'cs tinder laminar flow condi-

tions. This the laser anemometer is aligned so that the 

optical asia is perpendicular to the wall of the (tube. At 

right angles to tIe wall there are high velocity gradients and  

so the scattering particle velocities are a function of the 

distance from the wall. Velocity gradients along the axis 

of the tube and in the tangential direction are negligible. 

To assess the effectiveness of the system in measuring the 

correct velocities at the centre of the fringe volume under 

these conditions, we have evaluated an expression for the 

shape of the count correlation as a function of the velocity 

gradient perpendicular to the wall. The system has then 

been used to measure pulsating velocities profiles in straight 

tubes. From the shape of the correlations it has been possible 

to estimate the velocity gradients and cheek them against 

the slopes of the measured velocity profiles at the Points in 

question. A double check is also possible for flow in a straight 

tube since theoretical expressions are available for evaluating 

the velocity profiles at different values of the parameter 

a=a(wfv)'-'2  where a is the radius of the tube, w the radial 

frequency and v the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. 

Hot-wire and inlet for seeding 

Measur ing section 

Pulse 	
~To photomultiplier show 

Figure 1 Layout of flow apparatus. 

2 Flow inducer and sampling mechanism 

The overall layout of the flow rig is indicated in figure 1. 

A Scotch yoke reciprocating mechanism is linked to two 

pistons which pump air back and forth through the n'odel. 

The airways form a completely enclosed system, except that 

there is a facility for introducing seeding. The reciprocatio 

mechanism itself is essentially the same as time one described 

by Reynolds and Hyett (1974). The frequency and amplitud: 

of the oscillation may be readily altered by changing iliC 

speed of the driving motor and the stroke of the pistons, 

respectively. Since the photon correlation signal analysing 

system does not give a direct display of the instantaneous 

velocity it was found useful to have a hot-wire anemometer 

in the Circuit to monitor instantaneous velocity. Although 

the hot-wire was not directionally sensitive, its output proved 

useful in determining the frequency of oscillation of the 

flow. 
A major problem in measuring air velocities in glass 

tubes using laser anemometry is that the scattering from 

dust particles naturally present in air is extremely small. 

Although the small signals produced by the particles can 

easily be handled by the photon detector, they tend to be 

swamped by the noisy signal produced by the flare from 

the glass walls of the tube. This was simply overcome by 

introducing seeding in the form of small quantities of tobacco 

smoke. Since the circuit was completely enclosed, a single 

seeding lasted many hours. In this respect totally enclosed 

systems appear to otter a great advantage over open-circuit 

arrangements. 

The optical system itself, to be described in §3, was ticd 

on a vibriut iou-insttlated optical table and the model was 

scanned across the laser beam intersection using a calibrated 

optical traveuse. Light scattered by tIme seeding particles 
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Figure 2 Laser Doppler optical sysiem. 

was collected in the forward direction using a photomultiplier 

fitted with a discriminator unit in order to produce a sequence 

of individual photon pulses. A gate circuit incorporated in 

the discriminator was operated by trigger pulses from switches 

attached to the reciprocating mechanism, so that photon 

pulses were only output at predetermined phase positions 

in the cycle. Hall effect microswitchcs were used for this 

purpose, since these produced bounce-free switching. 

3 Optical system 
The laser Doppler optical system used for the experiments 

is shown in figure 2. Its main feature is that it uses a single 

lens to focus the beams to the measuring point but allows a 

beam intersection angle in excess of 60'. A large intersection 

angle was important in the physiological studies in question 

since the measuring volume had to be kept to a minimum. 

Single-lens focusing is advantageous in that it greatly simplifies 

alignment. A Malvern Instruments beam splitter and phase 

shifter are employed to produce a moving fringe pattern 

within the measuring region, which superimposes a pre-

determined frequency shift on to the Doppler signal; the 

manner in which this frequency shut is produced is described 

by Foord ci a! (1914). The arrangement allows both positive 

and nagative flow velocities to be measured. 

If the Gaussian beam waists do not coincide with the 

intersection of the two beams, then an additional Doppler 

broadening arises which artificially increases the rate of 

damping of the count correlation function. This effect was 

minimised by introducing lens L, in front of the beam splitter. 

Since the phase shifter could only be used at a fixed beam 

separation (2 cm) and the focusing lens L had a diameter 

of 6 cm, lenses L2 and L3 were used to increase the beam 

separation to 4 - 6 cm so that the maximum intersection angle 

could be obtained. With this arrangement we were able 

to obtain an intersection angle of 60' 24' and still obtain 

high-quality Doppler signals. The focusing lens L, is an 

aspheric lens of focal length 38 cm, corrected for minimum 

spherical aberration (Oriel Corp., USA). 

A 15 m\V He-Ne laser was used for the experiments, 

the beam radius at the e points on the intensity distribution 

being 0-55 mm. Applying the analysis of Kogelnik and Li 

(1966) we calculated the corresponding beam radii at the 

intersection point to be 0036 mm. For an intersection angle 

of 60 °  24' the corresponding fringe volume length along 

the optical axis (Durrani and Grcatcd 1977) was 2a=-0-144 

mm. 
Using the results of Hanson (1973), we calculated the 

magnitude of the Doppler broadening (i.e. the standard 

deviation of the power spectrum/mean Doppler frequency) 

as 0-32. In order to have a direct cheek on the extent of 

changes in the fringe spacing within the measuring volume 

the system was first used to measure the speed of a rotating 

I'crspcx disc. This was moved through the measuring volume 

E 

80 

I 
Intensity points 

Figure 3 Variation of Doppler frequency across fringe 

volume. 

with a precision optical traverse and measurements of the 

Doppler frequency were recorded at different spatial positions. 

Figure 3 shows the variation of Doppler frequency aero 

the measuring volume. These results are qualitatively con-

sistent with the predictions of Hanson (1973). since the magni-

tude of the Doppler signal falls rapidly towards the edge 

of the volume and effectively disappears beyond the c' 
points on the intensity distribution. However, it appears 

from figure 3 that the fringe volume is slightly distorted on 

the side closest to the lens. 

4 Correlation function in a velocity gradient 

For a Gaussian beam system the fringe volume is an ellipsoid. 

We consider the case where the optical axis is perpendicular 

to the tube wall and the fringes are aligned in the plane 

perpendicular to the tube axis. The distances across the 

fringe volume, between e 2  points on the intensity distribu-

tion, are 2r and 2o in the directions of the tube axis and 

the optical axis, respectively. These dimensions are related 

to the radii r3  of the beams at the intersection point by the 

expressions r=#,/cos 0 and a=r1lsin 0 where 0 is the half-

angle between the beams. To evaluate the shape of the 

count correlation function we first note that, apart from 

the origin value, it has the same shape as the autoenrielation 

function R,(-.) of the scattered light intensity ( Durrani and 

Greated 1977). For a Gaussian beam system the intenily 

variation produced by a particle moving through the fringe 

pattern at constant velocity it is 

	

- 2(t - r)u\ 	., 17111 I 
i(s) Io cxp I 	- - - 	I cos- 

r 	/ 	
S 

Here lo is the peak scattered intensity. to is the time of arrival 

of the particle at the centre of the scattering volume and 
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s is the fringe spacing. The resulting intensity autocorrelation 

function is(Daudpota 1976) 

—2u 	r
E(!2) 'exp (..u'.,?_) (l+ims  cos 

27011.) 

Ps 	7rr 2  
(I) 

Here lot is the peak intensity for the ith particle, v= E(n/T) 

and v2=E[iz(n—  l)/T], where it particles have passed the 

centre of the measuring region in a total time T, in is the 

fringe visibility and Ethe expectation operator. The measuring 

volume is atsumed to be so small that the velocity gradient 

perpendicular to the wall can be regarded as linear, i.e. 

UU0+ Cy 

where ItO is the velocity at the centre of the measuring volume 

and C is the velocity gradient. There are no velocity gradients 

in the axial and tangential directions. 

For our experimental arrangement exp - 112r21r2) Z  I in 

equation (I) since there are a large number of fringes within 

the measuring volume (147 between the c 2  intensity points). 

\\'e also note that p and 2  are proportional to a and u, 

respectively, for a continuous stream of particles. The proba-

bility distribution of At is Gaussian with standard deviation 

o//2; hence the probability distribution of loi 2  is Gaussian 

with standard deviation of2. Thus, disregarding the pedestal 

value, the observed autoeorrelation function is 

E(R(i))constant x f exp (— 4y2/02)  cos [(uo+ Cy) Dr] dy 

where D=27/s. Infinite limits are justified by the fact that 

the Gaussian function dies rapidly to zero and therefore 

the contribution to the integral from regions outside the 

flow boundaries is negligible, provided that the e 2  point 

on the intensity distribution does not extend beyond the 

wall. 

Carrying out the integration we find (Grobner and Hofreiter 

1949) 

E(R(-r))= constant x exp (— a2C2 D 2/16) cos uDr, (2) 

and Fourier-transforming equation (2) gives the power 

spectrum for the intensity as 

f-4(Duo—w) 2\ 
q!.(w)=constant XCXP 

k,--.__-__) 	
(3) 

i.e. the spectrum is Gaussian with standard deviation 

CDa/2. 

It is seen from equations (2) and (3) that increasing the 

velocity gradient has the effect of damping the correlation 

function more rapidly or alternatively broadening the width 

of the spectrum, although the position of the spectrum peak 

is not altered. Since 0 and a arc known constants for a 

particular optical configuration, measurement of the spectrum 

width gives a direct measure of the velocity gradient. 

S Analysis of correlugr.ims 

The corrclograms obtained in the experiments were analysed 

by direct cosine Fourier transformation, i.e. the power 

spectra were conttiutcd from the relationship 

.(f)=R(0)T+27' 	R(sT)cos2zrfsT 	ft1T 
s- I 

where s T is the time lag for channel number s and in is the 
total number of con -dat inn lags. 

This method is particularly simple to apply and it has 

been found that it leads to accurate determinations of both 

the peak frequency and the variance (Daudpota 1976), 

provided that the corrclogram has decayed to effectively 

a constant level within the range of the channels available 

(in our case 48). A suitable decay rate can easily be achieved 

by choosing an appropriate optical phase shift. If a fast 

Fourier transform had been employed it would have necessi-

tated extending the correlation function to 64 channels, which 

would have yielded 32 Fourier coefficients, The cosine trans-

formation, on the other hand, yields 48 coefficients directly. 

Since the zero value of the count correlation function is not 

proportional to the mean square intensity, this value is 

disregarded in the transformation, instead, the value of 

R(0) is set to be just greater than max I R(s7)1. The precise 
value chosen is unimportant since it only introduces a Constant 

pedestal level into the spectrum. 

If the transformation technique just described is used 

together with a peak detection routine, computer-constructed 

mean velocity plots may readily be obtained. A typical 

computation time on the IBM 370 computer for a mean 

velocity profile was 45 s. 

6 Experimental results 

Although the system was intended for the study of flow 

in bends and bifurcations, preliminary experiments were 

carried out for pulsating flow in straight tubes, since there 

are proven theoretical results for the velocity profiles in 

this ease. The axial velocity profile at any given phase position 

is a function of the parameter oL 2  which may be interpreted 

either as an oscillating Reynolds number or as the ratio 

of a characteristic diffusion time a1 g' to a characteristic 
oscillation time a. For small a, the flow is quasi-steady 

and for large values the flow is frequency-dominated. Two 

sets of measurements are presented here for-different glass 

tubes and different values of a. - 

The first set of measurements was made in a tube of 

internal diameter S nim at a frequency parameter of a=0-83 

and a peak Reynolds number of 96. At this low frequency 

the velocity profile can be considered quasi-steady and 

should therefore be parabolic in form. Figure 4 shows the 

experimental profiles at three phase positions in the cycle, 

0. 30 and ISO', the 0 and I80 profiles representing the 

maximum velocity in the two directions. The parabolic 

form is easily seen. As a double check on the validity of the 

results, particularly in regions of high velocity gradient, 

the widths of the transformed spectra were measured and tile 

velocity gradients calculated by applying the theoretical 

predictions detailed in section 4. In regions close to the wall 

the predicted and measured gradients agreed to as close as I ?,. 

The second set of measurements was made in a tube of in-

ternal diameter 6-2 mill at a frequency parameter of a=4-36 

and a peak Reynolds number of approximately 100. At this 

higher frequency the profiles are expected to deviate conktcr-

ably from the quasi-steady parabolic form. An analytical olti-

tion of the Navier-Stokes equation has been given by Uchida 

(1956) which covers this case. He shows that the axial velocity 

u(r, i) at time t and radial distance r from the centre of the 

tube for a pressure gradient K cos wi is 

u(r, t)=(Ka/Wl')(Bcos wt +(l 	—A) sin WI], 	(4) 

where 

be  B_e a bercsr—ber ombci at 

- 	bci2 a+b&a 

and 

- ber a ber ar+ bci a bciar 

- 	1;ci 2 a+bcr2 a 

where a is the tube radius, K the maximum pressure gradient 
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Figure 4 Velocity (u) profiles measured in 5 mm diameter 
tube, where r is the distance from the centre line. 
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Figure 5 Velocity (a) profiles in 6-2 mm tube. x Measured 
points; broken curve as predicted by equation (4). r is the 
distance from the centre line. 

and ber and bci are Kelvin functions. Figure 5 shows 
measured velocity profiles across the tube at phase positions 
of 0 and 30, and also the profiles predicted by equation 
(4) for comparison. It is seen that the agreement is good. 

7 Conclusions 
The single-lens laser Doppler system, in conjunction with 
the sampled photon correlation method of signal analysis, 
is seen to give vcry reliable velocity profile measurements 
for pulsating air I1OWS in glass tubes down to 5 mm in diameter. 
The arrangement is being used by the authors to study pul-
sating flow patterns in bends and bifurcations and other 
geometries of physiological significance. Theoretical predic-
tions of flow Patterns are less well established in these cases. 
Measurements have also been made by the authors in a 
tube of 35 mm diameter and the system appears to work 

well. It is possible that, with care, velocity profiles in tubes 
down to 2 mm diameter could be obtained. 
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Measurement of Oscillatory Flow in Small 

Tubes using the Photon Correlation Technique 

by 

T. Mullin and C.A. Created 

Department of Physics, University of Edinburgh, U.K. 

ABSTRACT 

The application of photon-correlation methods to the measurement 

of oscillatory air flows in small diameter tubes is described. It is 

shown that with a laser Doppler optical arrangement in the forward scatter 

mode, a sampled version of the signal may be used to obtain instantaneous 

velocity measurements in fully reversing flows. 

With a single aspheric converging lens sufficient spatial resolution 

is obtained to enable velocity profiles to be measured in tubes ranging 

in diameter from 3.5 mm to 6.0 mm. Peak Reynold's numbers 100 at a 

frequency of 0.25 Hz which correspond to parameters associated with the 

middle airways of the lung, are thus easily obtained. 

Experimental results are shown for both straight and curved tubes 

of varying radii of curvature and a description will also be given of 

ongoing experimental work. 

PROC.. OF "PHOTON CORR11ATION TECHNIQUES IN FLUID 

NECHANICS", CAMBRIDGE 1977- 
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1. 	INTRODUCTION 

Air flow, in model bronchial bifurcations has been studied by 

Olsen (1971) using large models-and hot-wire instrumentation. However, 

the large models used presented great practical difficulties when 

measurements at realistic Reynolds numbers were attempted. Also the 

measurements were all made in steady flow conditions. 

A technique has now been developed, using photon-correlation 

anemometry, which enables studies of pure oscillatory air motion in 

small diameter tubes to be made. Using a gated version df the signal 

from the output of the photomultiplier, "instantaneous" velocity 

profiles may be obtained at predetermined points in a cycle. 

Reynolds numbers in the range 0 - 200 are readily obtained in 

the frequency range 0.25 -, 5 Hz and thus bronchial parameters are 

satisfactorily simulated. 	 - 

2. PUMPING ARRANGEMENT 

As shown in diagram (1) the basis of the pumping system is a 

scotch yoke which provides a sinusoidal flow. The frequency of 

oscillation may be readily altered by changing the speed of the motor 

driving the system. Also the amplitude of oscillation, and thus the 

peak Reynolds number, may be changed by adjusting the stroke of the 

piston. 	 .- 

• 	An advantage of using this system is that it is totally enclosed 

and thus any seeding which may be required is directly controlled 

and also remains in the system for a considerable amount of time. 

This second point is important here since each correlation function 

takes 2 - 3 minutes to build up. 	 - 

The function of the hot-wire in the system is to indicate the 

peaks of the flow cycle and thus give a check on the sample point 

position. 

Using a simple rotary switch with all contacts removed except one, 
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a pulse is derived as shown schematically in diagram (1). This pulse 

is used to switch the output of the photomultiplier on for a pre- 

determined part of a cycle such that "instantaneous" velocity measurements 

are made. 

- 3. OPTICAL MEASURING SYSTEM 

The optical system consisted of a 15 mW He-Ne laser with a Malve±n 

Instruments beam splitter. The two beams through a Malvern type K9023 

phase modulat-or .which has a fixed separation of 2 cm. The beam spacing 

-. was expanded to 4.6 cm using a telescope-type arrangement consisting 

of a 13 cm focal length lens followed by a 30 cm focal length lens. 

Compensation for the expansion of each individual beam was obtained 

by use of a 25 cm focal length lens placed in front of the beam splitter. 

The beams were made to intersect by use of a 3.8 cm focal length 

aspheric lens (FF/No.  0.55) corrected for minimum spherical aberration. 

This gave a beam intersection angle of 600. Using the laser beam 

propagation theory of Kogenlik (1966) the measuring volume was calculated 

to be 145 Jim at the l/e 2  intensity points with 147 "fringes" contained 

in the measuring volume. 	 - 

Scattered light was collected in the forward scattering direction 

using a collecting lens which focussed the measuring volume region 

on to the front of a photomultiplier tube. A 200 pm pinhole was placed 

in front of the P.M.T. in order to reduce flare which occurred especially 

near side walls of the measuring tube. 	 - 

The optical system was kept stationary throughout each experiment 

and the tube was moved relative to this on a precision optical table 

graduated in 0.01 mm steps. In this way velocity profiles could be 

- obtained. 

Optical alignment problems were minimised using the above single 

lens system but several checks had to be made on the system before its 

reliability was accepted. 
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According to Hanson (1973) if the intersecting beams do not cross 

at their Gaussian waists then the "fringes" formed will be unequally. 

spaced across the fringe volume. Using the formula he derived, the 

value for the broadening in this case came out to be ,. 0.4%. 

- . 

	

	In order to verify this a simple experiment was carried out which 

involved moving a rotating perspex disc through the "fringe" volume 

and noting any change-in velocity measured. The result was that the 

volume appeared to be distorted towards one edge giving an error of 

- - 0.5% but that was outside the l/e limits where the signal strength 

is low. 	 --- 	 - 	 - 

4. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

The correlogrartiS obtained on the Malvern correlator are auto-

matically stored on a PDP 8 computer. At the end of each experimental 

session the data is transferred to a IBM 370 computer where each 

correlograxfl is transferred using a direct cosine Fourier transform 

and an interpolation procedure .
is used to obtain the mean velocity. 

The computation time involved to obtain a mean velocity profile plot 

of 20 points is of the order 45 seconds. 

As mentioned previously the effect of the velocity gradient is to 

broaden the spectrum obtained. Thus velocity gradient information 

may be obtained from the width of the spectrum of those correlogralflS 

which have decayed within the 48 channels of the correlation. -The 

velocity gradients measured in this way were within the calculated 

value to better than 1%, a further indication of the quality of the 

"fringes" produced in the measuring volume. 

5. RESULTS  

A few results are now presented which give an indication of the 

type of information which may be obtained using the above system. 

The first profiles, Diagram 2, were taken in a straight tube of 
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inside diameter 5mm, at Re. No.-96 (peak) at a frequency of 0.25 Hz. 

The two profiles are taken at the 600  and 90°  phase positions in a cycle 

and as predicted by Uchida (1956) the flow is quasi-steady. The dashed 

line indicates true Poiseulle flow and the crosses experimental points. 

The velocity contour plot,Diagram 3, is constructed from 6 profiles 

taken at 3Q0 intervals around the tube. A 3.5 mm. curved tube was used 

here with radius of curvature 1/50, Re. No. 110, frequency 0.25 Hz and 

taken at phase position 30°, 900  around the bend. The nett effect is 

that the contours are distorted slightly towards the outside of the 

bend as is expected. The odd shape in the centre of the plot is 

repeatable and appears to rotate with. changing phase position. 

The final sequence of profiles, Diagrams 4-6, were taken in at 

6 mm diameter curved tube with radius of curvature 1/7. The frequency 

of oscillation was 5 Hz with Re. No. = 186 (peak). The peak of the 

profile at 30
0 
 phase is at the inside of the curve working its way 

towards the middle at 900  phase and finally towards the outside later 

on in the cycle. Inward centrifuging effects have been predicted 

theoretically by Lynne (1970) but the frequency parameters quoted in 

his theory are just outside the range of this experiment. Further 

work is being carried out in this field. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

It has been shown that, using a relatively simple single lens 

optical system, high quality results may be obtained from the measure-

ment of air velocities in small diameter tubes using photon-correlation 

anemometry. 
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This section contains a list of notation used 

throughout the thesis.. The appendices contain some 

additional symbols and these are defined as they are used 

within each appendix. 

A 	 bei o( bei 0L r + ber 0L ber o r 
2 

beio +ber( 

B. 	 bei c,1. ber c'& r - ber c. bei . r 
2 	2 

bei o(+berc( 

radial functions associated with the Hankel 

transform solution of the first order 

secondary flow equation 

D 	 amplitude parameter used by I1cConalogue and 

Srivastava (1968) DtJi 

DIR,DII,D3R, 	radial functions associated with the Hankel 

D31 	 transform solution of the first order axial 

velocity perturbation equation 

Dean number of flow Re 	when quoted 

as peak DNO  this means that it is based on 

the maximum value of the instantaneous 

mean velocity 

F ( ) 	 finite Hankel transform of the function F(r) 

radial function number n associated with the 

small o( approximation of equations 
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Amplitude Parameter = 2 K2  a2  

H2OI,H22R,H221 radial functions associated with the Hankel 

transform solution of second order 
H24R,H24I 

secondary flow equations 

I 

	

	 definite integral number n, each one is 

defined in the text. 

(x) 	Bessel function of order /4,1-  

J "  (x) 	 a J/J'(X) 

p 	 dc 

K. 	 Dean expansion parameter 

I 
K 	 Amplitude of applied pressure gradient 

P 	 Pressure 

It 	 radius of curvature of curved tube 

Reynolds number of the steady component of 

the secondary flow 

Re. 	 Reynolds number of flow 

Re [ real part of function enclosed in brackets 

R (sT) correlation lag value 

R (z) 	 radius of curvature of wavefront of laser 

beam at distance Z from the beam waist 

S 	 summation number n, each one is defined in 

the text 

T 	 time 

/ 
U. 	 r component of secondary flow 
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V 	. 	0 component of secondary flow 
/ 

axial velocity 

maximum value of the amplitude of 

instantaneous mean velocity 

a . ' radius of the tube 

ber (x),bei(x) real and imaginary Kelvin's functions 

ber (x),bei'(x) d(ber(x) 	) 	d(bei(x) ) 

d 	 d  

d pipe diameter 

d fringe volume. length 

e Napierian logarithm base 

£ stream function 

f0  Doppler difference frequency 

focal length of lens n 

g(r) radial function of straight pipe equation 
/ 

r non-dimensional radial co-ordinate = 
a 

/ 
r radial co-ordinate 

rs  beam radius defined at the 	2  points of 

the intensity distribution 

time 

W non-dimensional axial velocity = 

'• i 
straight pipe and first order axial velocity 

component 
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W* 	 mean velocity 

CIII 	 frequency parameter of flou= aJ 
fi frequency parameter of Lyne (1970) = 

0/1 

S 	 half angle between intersecting laser beams 

0 	 angular distance around curved tube 

> 	 wavelength 

kinematic viscosity 

density 

non-dimensional time = Wt 

0 	angular co-ordinate within pipe 

W 	 non-dimensional stream function 

first and second order secondary flow stream 

functions 

power spectral function 

(A) 	 angular frequency of flow 

angular Doppler difference frequency 

scaled variable associat€1 with Stokes layer 

in boundary layer approximation = 	(1-r) 

jth eigen value of the equation 
3i(1j )= 

0 

jth elgen value of the equation J2( 	
)=.O 
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